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Resume 

v 

Bien que les alliages de magnesium aient depuis longtemps des applications 

commerciales importantes (industrie automobile, etc.), il reste encore beaucoup a 

apprendre sur leurs proprietes de base. Un interet accru pour les alliages courroyes legers 

(incluant les toles et les tubes) est apparu recemment, s'accompagnant d'efforts pour 

developper une meilleure comprehension des nouveaux alliages de magnesium, tels les 

alliages avec Ce et Y comme elements d'addition. Ces alliages ainsi que d'autres sont 

considered comme des candidats potentiels tres serieux pour le developpement d'alliages 

de magnesium ayant une meilleure ductilite ou pouvant etre mis en forme a temperature 

ambiante. 

Les proprietes des alliages de fonderie ou des alliages courroyes dependent en premier 

lieu des phases presentes et de leurs constituants microstructuraux (eutectiques, 

precipites, solutions solides, etc.). Dans un alliage constitue de plusieurs elements, les 

relations de phases sont tres complexes. Pour pouvoir etudier et comprendre de maniere 

efficace ces relations de phases complexes, il est tres utile de developper des banques de 

donnees thermodynamiques (contenant des parametres de modeles) donnant les 

proprietes thermodynamiques de toutes les phases en fonction de la temperature et de la 

composition. En utilisant des logiciels de minimisation de l'energie de Gibbs tel que 

FactSage™, les industries de l'automobile et de l'aeronautique ainsi que leurs 

fournisseurs pourront avoir acces aux banques de donnees pour calculer les quantites et 



vi 

compositions de toutes les phases en presence a toute temperature et a toute composition 

d'alliages multicomposants, pour suivre 1'evolution d'un refroidissement a l'equilibre ou 

hors equilibre, pour calculer les effets thermiques correspondants, etc. 

De telles banques de donnees thermodynamiques sont obtenues par evaluation critique, 

modelisation et optimisation. Lors d'une optimisation thermodynamique, des parametres 

de modeles ajustables sont calcules en utilisant simultanement toutes les donnees 

thermodynamiques et tous les equilibres de phases disponibles, de facon a obtenir un 

ensemble d'equations de modeles dependant de la temperature et de la composition. Des 

donnees thermodynamiques telles que les activites peuvent faciliter 1'evaluation des 

diagrammes de phases, et des informations sur des equilibres de phases permettent de 

deduire certaines proprietes thermodynamiques. Ainsi, il est souvent possible de resoudre 

des disaccords entre les donnees experimentales disponibles. L'ensemble des proprietes 

thermodynamiques et des diagrammes de phases peuvent etre calcules a partir des 

equations des modeles, et des interpolations et extrapolations peuvent etre realisees d'une 

maniere thermodynamiquement correcte. Les donnees experimentales sont de ce fait 

rendues coherentes entre elles et coherentes avec les principes thermodynamiques, 

conduisant a l'obtention d'un petit jeu de parametres de modeles ideal pour le stockage 

informatique. 

Ce travail consiste en 1'evaluation critique et en 1'optimisation des systemes Si-Zn, Ce-Si, 

Y-Si, Mn-Si, Al-Mn, Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si et Mg-Al-Mn. II fait 
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partie d'un projet de recherche plus vaste realise au Centre de Recherche en Calcul 

Thermochimique de l'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, et consistant a developper une 

banque de donnees thermodynamiques pour des alliages de Mg avec 25 elements 

d'alliage potentiels. 

Tous les systemes binaires ont ete evalues de fa9on critique et optimises a partir des 

equilibres de phases et des donnees thermodynamiques disponibles. Les parametres des 

modeles obtenus ont ete utilises pour representer les energies de Gibbs de toutes les 

phases en fonction de la temperature et de la composition. Les parametres binaires 

optimises ont ete combines a d'autres parametres binaires prealablement optimises (au 

CRCT de l'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal) pour evaluer les proprietes 

thermodynamiques des solutions ternaires Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si et 

Mg-Al-Mn. Les diagrammes de phases ternaires correspondants ont ete calcules et ont ete 

compares aux donnees experimentales disponibles. Des modeles geometriques appropries 

ont ete utilises pour ces calculs. En general, les donnees experimentales ternaires 

disponibles ont ete bien reproduites a l'aide des parametres binaires seulement. Les 

diagrammes de phases predits seront utiles pour la planification d'experiences lors de 

1'etude approfondie des systemes ternaires correspondants. 

La phase liquide, optimisee dans ce travail pour les systemes binaires, presente de l'ordre 

a courte distance mis en evidence par la forme en « V » tres prononcee des courbes 

d'enthalpies de melange. Les optimisations precedentes de ces systemes avaient ete 
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realisees en utilisant un modele de type Bragg-Williams (melange aleatoire) pour la phase 

liquide. L'utilisation d'un modele de type Bragg-Williams pour les liquides avec une 

forte tendance a l'ordre a courte distance conduit generalement a des resultats peu 

satisfaisants une faible predictibilite des proprietes ternaires a partir des parametres des 

systemes binaires. Dans la cadre de ce travail, le modele quasichimique modifie qui est 

capable de prendre en compte l'ordre a courte distance a ete utilise. De plus, les 

optimisations et evaluations actuelles prennent en compte des donnees experimentales qui 

n'avaient pas ete considerees dans les travaux precedents 
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ABSTRACT 

Although magnesium-based materials have a long history of important commercial 

applications, including automotive, there remains much to be learned about the basic 

properties of the metal and its alloys. With the recent renewed interest in lightweight 

wrought materials, including both sheet and tube applications, there has been an 

increased focus on developing a better understanding of novel magnesium alloys, 

including those that incorporate additions of elements such as Si, Ce, Y, Mn, Zn, and Al. 

These alloy systems, along with other potential candidates, are being actively pursued as 

possible routes to develop magnesium materials with improved ductility, or even 

practical room temperature formability. 

The properties of cast or wrought material depend first and foremost upon the phases and 

microstructural constituents (eutectics, precipitates, solid solutions, etc.) which are 

present. In an alloy with several alloying elements, the phase relationships are very 

complex. In order to investigate and understand these complex phase relationships 

effectively, it is very useful do develop thermodynamic databases containing model 

parameters giving the thermodynamic properties of all phases as functions of temperature 

and composition. Using Gibbs free energy minimization software such as FactSage™, 

the automotive and aeronautical industries and their suppliers will be able to access the 

databases to calculate the amounts and compositions of all phases at equilibrium at any 
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temperature and composition in multicomponent alloys, to follow the course of 

equilibrium or non-equilibrium cooling, to calculate corresponding heat effects, etc. 

Such thermodynamic databases are prepared by critical evaluation, modeling, and 

optimization. In a thermodynamic "optimization" adjustable model parameters are 

calculated using, simultaneously, all available thermodynamic and phase-equilibrium 

data in order to obtain one set of model equations as functions of temperature and 

composition. Thermodynamic data, such as activities, can aid in the evaluation of the 

phase diagrams, and information on phase equilibria can be used to deduce 

thermodynamic properties. Thus, it is frequently possible to resolve discrepancies in the 

available data. From the model equations, all of the thermodynamic properties and phase 

diagrams can be back-calculated, and interpolations and extrapolations can be made in a 

thermodynamically correct manner. The data are thereby rendered self-consistent and 

consistent with thermodynamic principles, and the available data are distilled into a small 

set of model parameters, ideal for computer storage. 

As part of a broader research project being conducted at the Centre de Recherche en 

Calcul Thermochimique (CRCT) at Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal to develop a 

comprehensive thermodynamic database for Mg-alloys with 25 potential alloying 

elements, the present work deals with the critical evaluation and optimization of the Si-

Zn, Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mn-Si, Al-Mn, Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si and Mg-Al-

Mn systems. 
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All the binary systems have been critically evaluated and optimized based upon available 

phase-equilibrium and thermodynamic data. The model parameters obtained as a result of 

simultaneous optimization have been used to represent the Gibbs energies of all phases as 

functions of temperature and composition. Optimized binary model parameters were 

combined with those of previously optimized (at the CRCT, Ecole Polytechnique) binary 

systems to estimate the thermodynamic properties of ternary solutions in the Mg-Si-Zn, 

Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si and Mg-Al-Mn systems. Proper "geometric" models 

were used for these estimations. Ternary phase diagram were calculated and compared 

with experimental data where available. Usually, the available ternary data were well 

reproduced with only the binary model parameters. These phase diagrams predictions 

will be helpful in future planning of experiments for the detailed study of these ternary 

systems. 

The liquid phase of the binary systems optimized in the present work exhibit considerable 

short-range ordering as evidenced by the very negative "V-shaped" enthalpy of mixing 

curves. Previous optimizations of these systems were based upon a Bragg-Williams 

random-mixing model for the liquid phase. The use of the Bragg-Williams model in 

liquids with a high degree of short-range ordering often results in unsatisfactory results 

and in poor predictions of ternary properties from binary model parameters. In the present 

work, the Modified Quasichemical Model which is capable of taking short-range ordering 

into account has been used. Furthermore, the present optimizations and evaluations take 

into account experimental data which were not considered in the previous optimizations. 
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Bien que les alliages de magnesium aient depuis longtemps des applications 

commerciales importantes (industrie automobile, etc.), il reste encore beaucoup a 

apprendre sur leurs proprietes de base. Un interet accru pour les alliages courroyes legers 

(incluant les toles et les tubes) est apparu recemment, s'accompagnant d'efforts pour 

developper une meilleure comprehension des nouveaux alliages de magnesium, tels les 

alliages avec Ce et Y comme elements d'addition. Ces alliages ainsi que d'autres sont 

considered comme des candidats potentiels tres serieux pour le developpement d'alliages 

de magnesium ayant une meilleure ductilite ou pouvant etre mis en forme a temperature 

ambiante. 

Les proprietes des alliages de fonderie ou des alliages courroyes dependent en premier 

lieu des phases presentes et de leurs constituants microstructuraux (eutectiques, 

precipites, solutions solides, etc.). Dans un alliage constitue de plusieurs elements, les 

relations de phases sont tres complexes. Pour pouvoir etudier et comprendre de maniere 

efficace ces relations de phases complexes, il est tres utile de developper des banques de 

donnees thermodynamiques (contenant des parametres de modeles) dormant les 

proprietes thermodynamiques de toutes les phases en fonction de la temperature et de la 

composition. En utilisant des logiciels de minimisation de l'energie de Gibbs tel que 

FactSage™, les industries de l'automobile et de Paeronautique ainsi que leurs 

fournisseurs pourront avoir acces aux banques de donnees pour calculer les quantites et 
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compositions de toutes les phases en presence a toute temperature et a toute composition 

d'alliages multicomposants, pour suivre revolution d'un refroidissement a l'equilibre ou 

hors equilibre, pour calculer les effets thermiques correspondants, etc. 

De telles banques de donnees thermodynamiques sont obtenues par evaluation critique, 

modelisation et optimisation. Lors d'une optimisation thermodynamique, des parametres 

de modeles ajustables sont calcules en utilisant simultanement toutes les donnees 

thermodynamiques et tous les equilibres de phases disponibles, de facon a obtenir un 

ensemble d'equations de modeles dependant de la temperature et de la composition. Des 

donnees thermodynamiques telles que les activites peuvent faciliter 1'evaluation des 

diagrammes de phases, et des informations sur des equilibres de phases permettent de 

deduire certaines proprietes thermodynamiques. Ainsi, il est souvent possible de resoudre 

des disaccords entre les donnees experimentales disponibles. L'ensemble des proprietes 

thermodynamiques et des diagrammes de phases peuvent etre calcules a partir des 

equations des modeles, et des interpolations et extrapolations peuvent etre realisees d'une 

maniere thermodynamiquement correcte. Les donnees experimentales sont de ce fait 

rendues coherentes entre elles et coherentes avec les principes thermodynamiques, 

conduisant a l'obtention d'un petit jeu de parametres de modeles ideal pour le stockage 

informatique. 

Ce travail consiste en 1'evaluation critique et en l'optimisation des systemes Si-Zn, Ce-Si, 

Y-Si, Mn-Si, Al-Mn, Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si et Mg-Al-Mn. II fait 
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partie d'un projet de recherche plus vaste realise au Centre de Recherche en Calcul 

Thermochimique de l'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, et consistant a developper une 

banque de donnees thermodynamiques pour des alliages de Mg avec 25 elements 

d'alliage potentiels. 

Les terres rares tels que Ce et Y augmentent la stabilite a haute temperature des alliages 

de Mg ; Mn ameliore la resistance a la corrosion de ces alliages ; Al et Zn augmentent 

leurs proprietes mecaniques par solution ou par precipitation (durcissement structural). Si 

est souvent ajoute aux alliages de Mg. Tous ces elements sont considered comme des 

elements d'alliage potentiels pour le developpement de nouveaux alliages de Mg, et 

presentent de ce fait un interet. 

Tous les systemes binaires ont ete evalues de facon critique et optimises a partir des 

equilibres de phases et des donnees thermodynamiques disponibles. Les parametres des 

modeles obtenus ont ete utilises pour representer les energies de Gibbs de toutes les 

phases en fonction de la temperature et de la composition. Les parametres binaires 

optimises ont ete combines a d'autres parametres binaires prealablement optimises (au 

CRCT de l'Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal) pour evaluer les proprietes 

thermodynamiques des solutions ternaires Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si et 

Mg-Al-Mn. Les diagrammes de phases ternaires correspondants ont ete calcules et ont ete 

compares aux donnees experimentales disponibles. Des modeles geometriques 

appropries ont ete utilises pour ces calculs. En general, les donnees experimentales 
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ternaires disponibles ont ete bien reproduites a l'aide des parametres binaires seulement. 

Les diagrammes de phases predits seront utiles pour la planification d'experiences lors de 

l'etude approfondie des systemes ternaires correspondants. 

Le Modele Quasichimique Modifie (MQM) developpe au Centre de Recherche en Calcul 

Thermochimique de PEcole Polytechnique de Montreal a ete utilise pour modeliser les 

alliages liquides. Ce modele peut prendre en compte l'existence d'un ordre a courte 

distance dans une phase liquide. Cette derniere constitue technologiquement l'une des 

phases les plus importantes. Une bonne representation de l'energie de Gibbs de la phase 

liquide est primordiale lors de la preparation d'une banque de donnees pour des alliages 

multicomposants. Le MQM a deja ete utilise avec succes pour modeliser des alliages 

liquides mais aussi des laitiers, des mattes et des sels fondus. La phase liquide des 

systemes binaires optimises dans ce travail presente un ordre a courte distance tres 

important; ce qui est mis en evidence par la forme en V tres marquee des courbes 

d'enthalpie de melange. Dans les optimisations precedentes de ces systemes, la phase 

liquide avait ete modelisee a l'aide d'un modele de distribution aleatoire (Bragg-

Williams). L'utilisation d'un tel modele pour des liquides fortement ordonnes conduit 

generalement a des resultats insatisfaisants et a de mauvaises predictions pour les 

proprietes ternaires a partir des parametres binaires. Dans ce travail, nous avons utilise le 

Modele Quasichimique Modifie prenant en compte l'ordre a courte distance. De plus, 

nous avons considere des donnees experimentales non prises en compte dans les 

optimisations precedentes. 
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Nos differents resultats nous ont permis d'ecrire trois articles, soumis et publies dans des 

journaux scientifiques. Ces articles sont presentes dans les chapitres 3, 4 et 5. Le premier 

article (chapitre 3), soumis a International Journal of Materials Research, presente les 

optimisations thermodynamiques des systemes Mg-Si-Ce et Mg-Si-Y. Le deuxieme 

article (chapitre 4), soumis a Calphad, decrit les optimisations thermodynamiques des 

systemes Mg-Si-Zn et Mg-Si-Mn. Finalement, le troisieme article (chapitre 5), soumis a 

Journal of Phase Equilibria and Diffusion, correspond a l'optimisation thermodynamique 

du systeme Mg-Al-Mn. 

La prise en compte de donnees recentes pour les equilibres de phases et les proprietes 

thermodynamiques des systemes binaires, et l'utilisation du MQM pour la phase liquide 

ont permis d'obtenir des resultats plus satisfaisants que ceux des optimisations 

precedentes. De plus, l'entropie de melange de la phase liquide et les entropies de 

formation des phases intermetalliques obtenues sont physiquement raisonnables. 

Les optimisations precedentes etaient basees sur un modele de distribution aleatoire 

(Bragg-Williams) pour la phase liquide. Dans les regions de composition diluees, les 

proprietes partielles resultantes deviaient souvent des donnees experimentales, 

particulierement dans le cas des enthalpies de melange partielles. Les proprietes partielles 

obtenues dans ce travail sont plus « lisses » et plus proches des donnees experimentales. 
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Une meilleure optimisation des proprietes partielles dans les solutions liquides diluees 

jouera un role majeur pour developper de nouveaux alliages de magnesium. 

L'estimation des proprietes d'une phase ternaire a partir des parametres binaires 

optimises depend de ces derniers et des techniques d'interpolation utilisees. Les 

parametres binaires optimises devraient, en principe, donner une estimation satisfaisante 

des proprietes ternaires. Dans ce travail, un tres petit parametre d'interaction ternaire a 

ete utilise pour reproduire les donnees experimentales disponibles pour le systeme 

Mg-Al-Mn alors que 1'optimisation precedente, basee sur un modele de distribution 

aleatoire (Bragg-Williams) pour la phase liquide, necessitait un parametre ternaire eleve. 

A toute fin pratique, les donnees ternaires pour le systeme Mg-Al-Mn situees au-dessous 

de 760°C peuvent etre reproduites sans l'ajout de parametre ternaire. Dans ce travail, une 

meilleure estimation des proprietes ternaires a pu etre obtenue grace a l'utilisation du 

MQM et de la methode d'interpolation asymetrique (avec Al comme compose 

asymetrique). 

Un liquidus plat (voire une lacune de miscibilite liquide-liquide) est observe dans la 

section AxBy-C d'un systeme ternaire A-B-C lorsque le liquide binaire A-B est fortement 

ordonne tandis que les deux autres liquides binaires (B-C et A-C) sont proches de 

l'idealite. Suite a l'ordre a courte distance, les atomes A et B s'associent, excluant les 

atomes C et conduisant ainsi a des deviations positives le long du joint AxBy-C. Dans ce 

travail, des lacunes de miscibilite liquide-liquide ont ete calculees dans les sections 
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Mg-CeSi et Mg-YSi des systemes temaires Mg-Ce-Si et Mg-Y-Si. Dans ces systemes 

ternaires, les liquides binaires Ce-Si et Y-Si presentent de fortes deviations negatives (par 

rapport a l'idealite) comparativement aux deux autres sous-systemes binaires. Dans le cas 

du systeme ternaire Mg-Mn-Si, le liquide binaire Mn-Si est moins ordonne que les 

liquides binaires Ce-Si et Y-Si; un liquidus plat a ete obtenu dans la section Mg-MnSi. Si 

un modele de distribution aleatoire (Bragg-Williams) etait utilise pour modeliser ces 

differents systemes ternaires, il surestimerait les deviations positives et pourrait ainsi 

predire une lacune de miscibilite liquide-liquide alors que celle-ci n'existe pas. Un 

modele d'associes ne predirait aucune deviation positive puisqu'un tel modele suppose 

un melange aleatoire d'associes AxBy et d'atomes C le long du joint AxBy-C. II s'avere 

done que le MQM est le modele le plus approprie pour predire les proprietes 

thermodynamiques des liquides ternaires a partir des parametres binaires. 

L'extension dans un systeme ternaire d'une lacune de miscibilite liquide-liquide binaire 

depend du modele utilise. Le MQM predit une extension plus petite que celles relatives 

au modele de distribution aleatoire (Bragg-Williams) et au modele d'associes. 

Neanmoins, dans le cas du MQM, l'extension predite dans le systeme ternaire depend des 

nombres de coordination utilises pour modeliser la phase liquide. Les extensions de la 

lacune de miscibilite binaire Mg-Mn calculees dans les systemes ternaires Mg-Mn-Si et 

Mg-Al-Mn sont petites comparees aux extensions qui seraient obtenues a partir d'un 

melange de distribution aleatoire. La temperature critique de la lacune de miscibilite 

liquide-liquide binaire Mg-Mn obtenue dans ce travail avec le MQM est environ 
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1500-2000 °C plus basse que les temperatures critiques des optimisations precedentes 

realisees avec un modele de distribution aleatoire. II en resulte des extensions calculees 

dans les systemes ternaires Mg-Mn-Si et Mg-Mn-Al de plus petite taille. 

Les differents systemes optimises dans ce travail permettront le calcul de diagrammes de 

phases multicomposants et de diagrammes de fractions de phases, ainsi que le suivi de la 

solidification d'alliages liquides. A l'aide de ces calculs, des alliages potentiellement 

interessants et des systemes aux proprietes indesirables pourront etre aisement identifies. 

Le nombre d'experiences requises s'en trouvera diminue. La connaissance des phases 

precipitees et de leurs quantites respectives expliquera revolution de la microstructure 

des alliages et sera ainsi utile pour expliquer les proprietes mecaniques de ces derniers. 

Les resultats obtenus dans ce travail sont meilleurs que ceux des optimisations 

precedentes ; ils permettront done de mieux repondre aux problemes inherents a 

revolution du magnesium comme materiau de construction leger. 

En resume, l'utilisation du Modele Quasichimique Modifie (MQM) pour la phase liquide 

a permis de prendre en compte l'existence d'un ordre a courte distance. Ce modele 

permet de mieux reproduire les donnees experimentales comparativement a un modele de 

distribution aleatoire (Bragg-Williams). II permet egalement une meilleure representation 

des proprietes partielles d'elements en solution diluee dans le magnesium (les activites de 

ces solutes ont une grande importance pratique.). L'utilisation du MQM conduit 

generalement a une meilleure estimation des proprietes thermodynamiques des alliages 
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liquides ternaires et d'ordre superieur. Ces estimations d'equilibres de phases faciliteront 

l'elaboration de nouveaux alliages de magnesium. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1 

There is an increasing interest in light-weight construction since the automobile 

industry's commitment to achieve a 25 % reduction in average fuel consumption. In the 

drive to reduce exhaust emissions, an important step is to reduce the weight of the 

automobile. Magnesium, with its high strength to weight ratio, is one of several potential 

materials in light-weight construction, and it must compete with several other materials in 

this area. But still, magnesium has high potential as a substitute for conventional 

materials. Magnesium alloyed with other materials can have a high specific Young's 

modulus and a high specific strength for use in light-weight constructions. 

Magnesium alloys have two major disadvantages for use in automotive applications; they 

have low high-temperature strength and relatively poor corrosion resistance. Alloying can 

improve the general corrosion behavior. Similarly, use of proper alloying material can 

drastically improve the high-temperature strength of magnesium. The new high-

temperature resistant alloys are under further development and testing. A few alloys are 

already on the market. These alloys contain mostly aluminum for good castablility and 

strontium, calcium and rare earth elements for high-temperature stability. Several rare-

earth elements act as grain refiners in magnesium alloys and form the basis of creep-

resistant alloys. For automotive applications, the development of new casting alloys with 

good creep resistance and low cost is important. In this respect, Mg-Al-Rare Earth, Mg-

Al-Ca, Mg-Al-Sr, Mg-Al-Si alloys and quaternary combinations of these are very new 
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systems having immense potential. Automotive applications also require good ductility 

for many components. Shock absorption during a car accident is a very crucial issue. One 

direction for alloy development will be to optimize the energy absorption of the material. 

In short, magnesium when alloyed with proper materials can show drastically improved 

behavior and can be used in light-weight construction, especially in automobile, space 

and aeronautical engineering. These alloys systems are being actively pursued as possible 

routes to develop magnesium materials with improved behavior. The properties of cast or 

wrought materials derived from a specific alloy system depend first and foremost upon 

the phases and microstructural constituents (eutectics, precipitates, solid solutions, etc.) 

that are present. With the help of computational thermochemistry, not only the 

computation of multi-component phase diagrams, but also tracking of alloys during heat 

treatment or solidification is possible. The calculation of the amount and composition of 

the phases precipitated helps in understanding the microstructural evolution of alloys. In 

an alloy with several alloying elements, the phase relationships are very complex. In 

order to effectively investigate and understand these complex phase relationships, it will 

be very useful to develop a database containing model parameters, giving the 

thermodynamic properties of all the involved phases as functions of temperature and 

composition. Such a thermodynamic database will provide a clear guideline for selection 

of these alloys and will help to avoid unproductive long-term experiments with alloys 

having less potential for commercial purposes. Using these databases with Gibbs energy 

minimizing software like FactSage™ (FactSage 2008), one will be able to calculate the 
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amounts and compositions of all phases at equilibrium at any temperature and 

composition in multicomponent alloys, to follow the course of equilibrium or 

nonequilibrium (Scheil-Gulliver) cooling, to calculate corresponding heat effects, etc. 

Such thermodynamic databases are prepared by critical evaluation, modeling, and 

optimization. In a thermodynamic "optimization" adjustable model parameters are 

calculated using, simultaneously, all available thermodynamic and phase-equilibrium 

data in order to obtain one set of model equations as functions of temperature and 

composition. Thermodynamic data, such as activities, can aid in the evaluation of the 

phase diagrams, and information on phase equilibria can be used to deduce 

thermodynamic properties. Thus, it is frequently possible to resolve discrepancies in the 

available data. From the model equations, all of the thermodynamic properties and phase 

diagrams can be back-calculated, and interpolations and extrapolations can be made in a 

thermodynamically correct manner. The data are thereby rendered self-consistent and 

consistent with thermodynamic principles, and the available data are distilled into a small 

set of model parameters, ideal for computer storage 

As part of a broader research project to develop a thermodynamic database for Mg-alloys 

with 25 potential alloying elements, the present work deals with the critical evaluation 

and optimization of the Si-Zn, Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mn-Si, Al-Mn, Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-

Si, Mg-Mn-Si and Mg-Al-Mn systems. 
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Rare earth elements like Ce and Y increase the high-temperature stability of Mg-alloys. 

Mn is known to improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-alloys. Al and Zn increase the 

mechanical properties of Mg-alloys by solution and precipitation hardening. Si is often 

added as an alloying element to Mg-alloys. All these elements are considered as potential 

alloying elements for development of novel Mg-alloys and are of interest. 

In the present work, first the binary systems Si-Zn, Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mn-Si and Al-Mn have 

been critically evaluated. (All other binary sub-systems have been critically evaluated and 

optimized previously.) All available thermodynamic and phase diagram data for these 

systems were collected and critically assessed for their reliability. The Gibbs energies of 

all phases were represented by appropriate model equations. The parameters of these 

models were obtained by an optimization procedure using the FactSage™ (FactSage 

2008) software. These binary parameters were then used along with the models to predict 

the thermodynamic properties and phase diagrams of the ternary systems. All available 

data on the ternary systems (Mg with each of the above binary systems) were collected. 

The predictions for the ternary systems were compared with the available ternary data, 

and the models were refined through the inclusion of ternary parameters, where required, 

for those systems where sufficient data were available. 

The Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) (Pelton, Degterov, Eriksson, Robelin and 

Dessureault, 2000) developed at the Centre de Recherche en Calcul Thermochimique at 
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Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal was used to model the liquid alloys. This model is 

capable of taking into account ordering or clustering in the liquid phase. The liquid phase 

is technologically one of the most important phases appearing in every system. The 

adequate representation of its Gibbs energy plays a decisive role in database preparation 

for multicomponent alloys. This model has been satisfactorily used by its developers and 

others to model not only liquid alloys but also slags, mattes and salts. 

In addition to the development of new models to represent the Gibbs energies of phases 

and the development of thermodynamic databases to describe the behavior of solutions, 

the Centre de Recherche en Calcul Thermochimique (CRCT) at Ecole Polytechnique, 

Montreal has developed the software FactSage™ (FactSage 2008). FactSage™ is the 

fusion of the FACT-Win/F*A*C*T and ChemSage/SOLGASMIX (Eriksson and Hack, 

1990) thermochemcial packages that were founded 25 years ago. The FactSage package 

runs on a PC operating under Microsoft Windows and consists of a series of information, 

database, calculation and manipulation modules that enable one to access and manipulate 

databases for pure substances and solutions. With the various modules one can perform a 

wide variety of thermochemical calculations like calculations and plotting of binary and 

ternary phase diagrams, etc. 
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In this chapter a general review of the literature on the topic of evaluation and 

optimization of phase diagrams is given. In this literature survey, the doctoral thesis by 

Jung (Jung, 2003) on a similar work on database preparation for oxides was of immense 

help. The literature on specific systems optimized in this are not reviewed in this chapter 

as they are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 which are in the form of articles submitted to 

journals. 

2.1 CALPHAD 

Calphad is an acronym for the CALculation of PHAse Diagrams. It is better described as 

"The Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry". 

Kattner (Kattner, 1997) described phase diagrams as "visual representations of the 

equilibrium state of a material as a function of temperature, pressure and concentrations 

of the constituent components." They are, therefore, frequently hailed as basic blueprints 

or roadmaps for alloy design, development, processing and basic understanding. Pelton 

and Schmalzried (Pelton and Schmalzried, 1973) defined a phase diagram as "the 

geometrical representation of the loci of the thermodynamic parameters when equilibrium 

among phases under a specified set of conditions is established". Phase diagrams provide 

vital inputs required for addressing many technological problems involving multi-

component, multi-phase equilibria. Be it to select the proper eutectic composition for a 
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casting alloy, or to check the solubility of elements in a metal for a forged alloy, or to 

know the possible precipitates from a primary phase to help in age-hardening 

mechanisms, phase diagrams have long been helpful in alloy designing. However, many 

phase diagrams of ternary systems are poorly known, and very few phase diagrams of 

system of four or more components have been studied experimentally. 

The correlation between thermodynamics and phase equilibria was established more than 

a century ago by J.W. Gibbs. Later, J. J. van Laar (van Laar, 1908) published his 

mathematical synthesis of hypothetical binary systems. With the advance of computing 

technology, construction of multicomponent thermodynamic databases began in the late 

1960's. Kattner (Kattner, 1997) has summarized some early examples, between 1908 and 

1970, of mathematical calculations of phase diagrams. In 1970 Kaufman and Bernstein 

(Kaufman and Bernstein, 1970) summarized the general features of the calculation of 

phase diagrams and also presented listings of computer programs. In 1973 Larry 

Kaufman organized the first project meeting of the international CALPHAD group. 

Under the CALPHAD technique, all types of thermodynamic information such as phase 

diagrams, enthalpy of mixing in a phase, activities etc. are critically evaluated and 

optimized simultaneously, using proper thermodynamic models, in order to construct 

multicomponent databases. The thermodynamic models required to represent the 

thermochemistry of phases have also been developed. A model capable of closely 

reflecting the thermochemical properties of a phase with a minimum number of 
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adjustable parameters should be chosen. Also, these models should be based on a good 

physical microscopic picture of a solution to obtain better predictions in multicomponent 

systems using these models from lower-order optimized parameters. 

Normally a software package capable of performing multivariable optimizations is used 

in the optimization process. All the input data are back-calculated from the single set of 

model parameters obtained from the optimization. The databases containing model 

parameters for lower-order (binary and ternary) systems are used to predict the 

thermodynamic properties in multicomponent systems. There are various techniques 

(Chapter 2.5) to extrapolate the Gibbs energy from binary systems into higher-order 

systems. In case, these predictions are not able to reproduce the available data in the 

higher-order system within the experimental error limits, then higher-order interaction 

parameters is included to reproduce the available data. 

Recently, new approaches to thermodynamic modeling have been conducted with the 

advent of computing technologies. First-principles calculations can be cited in this area. 

A first-principles calculation starts from quantum mechanics to examine the fundamental 

properties of materials such as which structure is stable at a certain temperature and 

pressure. First-principles calculations are extensively used in conjunction with the 

"Cluster Variation Method" (CVM) which was introduced in the 1950's by Kikuchi 

(Kikuchi, 1951) who introduced this method to treat order-disorder phenomena in solid 
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phases. Although these calculations are computationally very intensive, enormous 

progress in recent years in the area of computing techniques have made them easier. 

Nevertheless, these techniques are still in their nascent stages and cannot be satisfactorily 

applied to complex systems. The phase diagrams predicted by these techniques are 

generally approximately correct but currently still lack sufficient accuracy for practical 

applications. In conclusion, the development of thermodynamic databases for 

applications in complex industrial processes can be done by the CALPHAD technique, 

although first-principles calculations can often provide reasonable estimations of certain 

properties, particularly enthalpies of stoichiometric solids, when experimental data are 

lacking. 

Schmid-Fetzer and Grobner (Schmid-Fetzer and Grobner, 2001) reported on the 

development of Mg-alloys by the CALPHAD technique. They summarized the current 

status of the CALPHAD technique with the following highlights: 

1. Predictive capability allows extrapolation of thermodynamic descriptions and phase 

equilibria into higher-order systems from the assessed lower-order systems. 

2. Identification of key experiments in multicomponent systems to provide maximum 

information with the minimal possible number of experiments. 

3. Calculation of stable phase equilibria and also of metastable phase equilibria by 

suspending the stable phase in cases where the stable phase does not form under specific 

conditions for kinetic reasons. 
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4. The driving forces for all the phase transformations are available. 

5. Calculation of local phase equilibria in materials processing software like solidification 

simulation or reactor modeling. 

6. The reading of multicomponent phase diagrams is drastically simplified with the help 

of phase diagrams through the CALPHAD technique. For example, for any given alloy 

the amounts and compositions of the phases at a given temperature can be readily 

calculated and plotted; such information is cumbersome to extract from a ternary phase 

diagram and virtually impossible to represent in a phase diagram of a multicomponent 

system. 
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Thermodynamic models are required to adequately represent the thermodynamic 

properties of materials. Complex solutions require sophisticated and refined models for 

the proper representation of their thermochemical properties. A good model should be 

able to represent the thermodynamic properties with just a small numbers of adjustable 

parameters. For this, the model should be based on the structure of the solution to 

adequately represent the configurational entropy of the solution. Also these models have 

high predictive capability in higher-order systems. Hence, models should be developed 

which can describe the configurational entropy of the solutions without the addition of 

large arbitrary model parameters. 

General Equations: 

The standard Gibbs energy of a pure component / is written as: 

G°i=H°i-TSf)
i (2.1) 

where G°j > H°j, and Sfj are respectively the standard Gibbs energy, enthalpy and entropy 

of/, and Tis the absolute temperature. 

When two components A and B are mixed then the energy of the solution depends upon 

the interaction between the A and B atoms or molecules. The Gibbs energy of a solution 

in which there is no interaction between A and B is an ideal solution for which: 

Gm=g0
AnA+g°BnB-TASrnf (2.2) 
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where Gm is the molar Gibbs energy of the solution, g ,- is the molar Gibbs energy of 

component /, and AS**"̂  is configurational entropy obtained by randomly mixing nA 

moles of A and nB mole of B on the same sublattice: 

ASconf = R (nA l n ^ + nB ln ^ ( 2 3 ) 

Practically however, all solutions do have interactions among the atoms mixing to form a 

solution. Such interactions can be called gE, the molar excess Gibbs energy of the 

solution. In this case the energy of the solution is given by: 

Gm = g°AnA + g°BnB - TAS?onf+ (nA+nB) gE (2.4) 

gE is often expanded as a polynomial in the mole fractions as: 

gE = IqiJ
ABrA^B (2.5) 

where the excess interaction parameters q'JAB (= a +bT +cT2 + ) may be temperature 

dependent. 

In many cases, the thermodynamic properties of a binary solution can be described by 

using the expression in Eq. 2.5. Although it is satisfactory in binary systems not showing 

large deviations from ideality, problems arise when such an expression is used to predict 

the thermodynamic properties of higher-order systems from the model parameters of the 

lower-order sub-systems. In this case, large arbitrary parameters are often needed in these 

higher-order systems to reproduce the available data. Even sometimes in a binary system 
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also a large number of interaction parameters are needed in this simple polynomial based 

model in order to adequately represent all the thermodynamic properties of the system. 

The liquid phase is of utmost commercial importance as the metals crystallize from the 

liquid alloy. To adequately represent the thermodynamic properties of the liquid phase, 

Pelton and co-workers (Pelton, Degterov, Eriksson, Robelin and Dessureault, 2000) and 

Pelton and Chartrand (Pelton and Chartrand 2001) developed the Modified 

Quasichemical Model (MQM). They modified the classical quasichemical model by 

improving the configurational entropy term of the model. Other modifications were also 

made to make it more flexible and practical for real and complicated systems. 

The MQM developed by Pelton et al. (Pelton, Degterov, Eriksson, Robelin and 

Dessureault, 2000) has been applied not only to metallic alloys but to liquid slags, 

sulphides, and salts. In fact, the utility of the MQM over a simple polynomial or random-

mixing model can be better realized with these solutions which show more ordering than 

metallic solutions, and where the configurational entropy terms become more important. 

Simple models can not take this ordering into account. 
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2.3 Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) 

In the present work the MQM was used to model the liquid alloys in the binary and 

ternary systems. Recently, the model has been described in detail by Pelton and co

workers (Pelton, Degterov, Eriksson, Robelin and Dessureault, 2000). A brief summary 

of this model is presented here. 

In the MQM in the pair approximation, the following pair exchange reaction between 

atoms A and B on neighboring lattice sites is considered: 

{A-A) + {B-B) = 2(A-B); AgAB (2.6) 

where (i-j) represents a first-nearest-neighbor pair. The non-configurational Gibbs 

energy change for the formation of two moles of (A - B) pairs is AgAB. 

Let nA and nB be the number of moles of A and B, riy be the number of moles of (/' - j) 

pairs, and ZA and ZB be the coordination numbers of A and B. The pair fractions, mole 

fractions, and "coordination-equivalent" fractions are defined respectively as: 

Xij = nij /(nAA + nBB + nAB ) (2-7) 

XA=nAl{nA+nB)=\-XB (2.8) 

YA=ZAnAl(ZAnA+ZBnB)=ZAXAl(ZAXA+ZBXB) = \-YB (2.9) 

The following equations may be written: 

ZAXA = 2nAA + nAB (2-10) 

ZBXB = 2«BB + riAB (2.11) 
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The Gibbs energy of the solution is given by: 

G" =(nAg°A+nBg°B)-TAS^+(nAB/2)AgAB (2.12) 

= (»Ag°A+ nBgB) - TAS™f* +gE (2.13) 

where g°A and g°B are the molar Gibbs energies of the pure components and AS00" lg is 

the configurational entropy of mixing given by randomly distributing the (A-A), 

(B - B) and (A - B) pairs in the one-dimensional Ising approximation: 

R «AA ^(XAAhi)+ nBB \n{xBB JYl)+ nAB \n(XAB/2YAYB)] 
(2.14) 

AgAB is expanded in terms of the pair fractions: 

i>\ j>\ 

where Ag°AB, gl
AB and gA

J
B are the parameters of the model which may be functions of 

temperature. 

The equilibrium pair distribution is calculated by setting 

(8G/dnAB)nA^=0 (2.16) 

(It should be noted that in the FactSage software pair fractions are calculated by Equilib 

module using the Gibbs energy minimization algorithm widely known as SOLGASMIX). 

This gives the "equilibrium constant" for the "quasichemical reaction" of (Eq. 1): 
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X2 f A~ \ 

X A AX 

AB _ 4 e x p | _ ^ 5 | ( 2 . 17 ) 

AA^BB RT 

As AgAB becomes progressively more negative, the reaction (Eq. 1) is shifted 

progressively to the right, and the calculated enthalpy and configurational entropy of 

mixing assume, respectively, the negative "V" and "m" shapes characteristic of SRO. 

The composition of maximum SRO is determined by the ratio of the coordination 

numbers ZB/ZA, as given by the following equations: 

1 1 In \ n 

-y = ̂ rL ^ >+-^-(T-T—) (2"18) 
ZA ZAA 2nAA+nAB ZAB 2nAA+nAB 

1 1 In \ n -L = -L-( Ln™ ) + J - ( 2M ) (2.19) 
Z Z In + n 7 In +n 
^B ^BB jLnBB ^ nAB ^BA ^"BB ^ HAB 

where ZA
AA and ZA

AE are the values of ZA respectively when all the nearest neighbors of an 

A are A's, and when all nearest neighbors of an A are B's, and where ZB
BB and Z^A are 

defined similarly. (Note that ZAB and ZB
BA represent the same quantity and can be used 

interchangeably.) 

Although the model is sensitive to the ratio of the coordination numbers, it is less 

sensitive to their absolute values. The use of the one-dimensional Ising model in Eq. 2.14 

introduces a mathematical approximation into the model which we have found, by 
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experience, can be partially compensated by selecting values of ZB and ZA which are 

smaller than the actual values. 

Recently, Saulov (Saulov, 2007) pointed out some issues which may provide a useful 

note of caution in the use of the MQM. Pelton and Chartrand (Pelton and Chartrand, 

2007) replied on these issues that they rarely cause any problem in real systems. Saulov's 

issue on the stability calculations of the Gibbs energy of a solution phase by the MQM is 

due to the use of improbable and physically unlikely values of the quasichemical 

parameter AgAB. Saulov's suggestions on the use of coordination number as a function of 

mole fraction and the use of splines for the Gibbs energy of the quasichemical reaction 

are not of any particular advantages and their usage result in mathematically cumbersome 

expansions. Use of splines may be useful for binary systems, but then a simple general 

equation for multicomponent systems could not be written. 
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2.4 Thermodynamic modeling of solids 

Solid phases appear in phase diagrams as stoichiometric compounds, terminal solid 

solutions or stoichiometric compounds with ranges of homogeneity. Sometimes some 

compounds have such a large homogeneity range that they are called solutions with 

specific names. 

The Gibbs energy function for any stoichiometric phase AxBy per mole of atoms is 

represented as: 

gA'B"(T)=^~ g°A+^- g°B + AHT-TAST (2.20) 
x + y x + y 

where AHT and AST are the enthalpy and entropy of formation of the compound from the 

states i andy of elements A and B respectively. 

The terminal solid solutions appearing in a binary system are usually treated with a 

random-mixing single-sublattice model. As the name suggests, this model assumes the 

random mixing of the atoms, one randomly replacing the other by substitution on lattice 

sites. The Gibbs energy of such a solution in which atoms A and B replace each other on 

lattice sites is given as: 

Gm=(x gA+xB gl) + RT[xA]nxA+xB\nxB] + gE (2.21) 
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The phases with two or more sublattices exhibiting ranges of homogeneity are modeled 

using sublattice models. The sublattice model with random-mixing on each sublattice in 

it's the most general form is called as Compound Energy Formalism (CEF). This 

formalism was advanced by Hillert who has given a detailed description (Hillert, 2000). 

In the CEF, the Gibbs energy per mole of solution in the compound (A, B)P (D,E)Q is 

given by; 

G = J^D^D + J'AJ'EGA* + J^D^D + J^E^E + ^ ^ A l n ^A + ^B l f l ^B ) + 

QRT(yDlnyD+yElnyE) + (^ yAyBykLAB:k+ £ ykyDyELtDE) 
k=D,E k=A,B 

In the CEF the atoms are assumed to mix randomly on each sublattice. The interactions 

between the atoms on different sublattices are taken into account by the Gibbs energy of 

end members G,7, and interactions among the atoms on the same sublattice is taken into 

account by excess terms (the last term in the above equation). The Gibbs energy of end 

members G/7 and excess parameters Ly.-k are the model parameters. 
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2.5 Extension to a ternary system from binary systems 

To estimate the excess Gibbs energy of a ternary solution from optimized binary model 

parameters, several "geometric" models have been proposed. Pelton (Pelton, 2001) 

presented a detailed description of these models. Some of these models are illustrated in 

Figure 2.1 (reproduced from (Pelton, 2001)). In all of these models the excess Gibbs 

energy (g in Eq. 2.13) at any composition^ can be estimated from the binary interaction 

parameters or the excess Gibbs energies of the binary sub-systems at points a, b and c. 

This excess Gibbs energy when the solution is modeled using the MQM is estimated as: 

gE =X12Ag12l2 + X13Agnl2 + XilAg2il2 + (ternary terms) (2.22) 

where Agy is the Gibbs energy change for the reaction: 

i-i +j-j = 2(i-j) (2.23) 

If ternary data are available, they can be used to estimate the ternary interactions. 

However, these terms should not be large, otherwise doubt is cast upon the predictive 

ability of the model. These ternary terms are identically zero in the three binary sub

systems. 

The Kohler and Muggianu models in Figure 2.1 are "symmetric" models, whereas the 

Kohler/Toop and Muggianu/Toop models in Figure 2.1 are "asymmetric" models 

inasmuch as one component is singled out. An asymmetric model is more physically 

reasonable than a symmetric model if component 2 and 3 are chemically similar while 

component 1 is chemically different. When gE is large and Agy depends strongly upon 
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composition, a symmetric model and an asymmetric model will give very different 

results. Pelton (Pelton, 2001) showed that improper use of these models can lead to 

thermodynamically inconsistent and unjustifiable results. 

Pelton and Chartrand (Pelton and Chartrand, 2001) presented a detailed description of the 

estimation of the excess Gibbs energies in a ternary solution from binary model 

parameters when the MQM is used to model the liquid phase. If the data for the three 

binary subsystems of a ternary system have been optimized and the parameters are in the 

form of Eq. 2.15, when a symmetric Kohler-type approximation is chosen for the 1-2 

subsystem, then Agi2 can be written: 

Ag/2= Ag,°2 + X g* 2 
* 1 1 ^22 

yXu +Xu+X22j 
(2.21) 

If a Toop-type approximation is chosen, then Agi2 can be written: 

Ag72=Agl°2+ £ g^n{X22+^+^y (2-22) 
i<(i+y) 

The form of these expressions was chosen because in the limit of a very small degree of 

short-range ordering they reduce to the well-known Kohler and Kohler-Toop 

approximations with the Bragg-Williams random-mixing model. 

The FactSage™ thermodynamic software (FactSage, 2008) allows users to use any of 

these "geometric models" to increase the flexibility and the ability to estimate the Gibbs 

energy of ternary or multicomponent solutions from the optimized lower-order 

parameters. 
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Figure 2.1 Some geometric models for estimating ternary thermodynamic properties from 

the optimized binary data (reproduced from Pelton, 2001). 
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2.6 Predictions using only binary parameters 

The choice of a model must be based not only on how well it reproduces data in binary 

systems, but also on how well it predicts and represents properties of ternary solutions. 

Pelton and Kang (Pelton and Kang, 2007) showed how the MQM generally predicts 

better the property of ternary solutions from the optimized model parameters than does 

the random-mixing model. 

In a ternary system A-B-C in which the binary solution A-B exhibits a strong tendency to 

short-range ordering, while the B-C and C-A binary solutions are closer to ideality, 

positive deviations from ideal mixing behavior will be observed, centered along the 

AxBy-C join where AxBy is the binary composition of maximum short-range ordering . If 

the ordering in the A-B system is sufficiently large, then a miscibility gap is observed 

along the join. Such positive deviations are expected because the addition of C atoms 

breaks the energetically favored A-B pairs, and consequently the solution tends to 

maximize the number of A-B pairs by separating into AxBy-rich and C-rich solutions. 

A Bragg-Williams model overestimates the positive deviations observed in such ternary 

systems. In fact, it may predict a miscibility gap when there is none. An associate model, 

in which the short-range ordering in the A-B binary solution is modeled as being due to 

AxBy molecules or associates, will not at all predict such deviations. The associate model 

simply predicts that, along the AxBy-C join, the solution is an ideal mixture of AxBy 
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associates and C atoms. The MQM, with proper choice of coordination numbers, predicts 

better such positive deviations along the AxBy-C join. 

Pelton and Kang (Pelton and Kang, 2007) also showed that usually the MQM better 

predicts extensions of binary miscibility gaps into a ternary system. A miscibility gap in a 

binary liquid phase modeled using the MQM is much flatter with a comparatively lower 

consolute temperature than is obtained by a random-mixing model. As a result, the MQM 

predicts a smaller extension of a binary miscibility gap into a ternary system. 
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Chapter 3: Approach to the work and presentation of articles 

As part of a broader research project to develop a thermodynamic database for Mg-alloys 

with 25 potential alloying elements, the objective of the present work was to prepare a 

critically evaluated thermodynamic database for Mg-alloys, five binary systems: Si-Zn, 

Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mn-Si and Al-Mn, and five ternary systems: Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-

Si, Mg-Mn-Si and Mg-Al-Mn, were critically evaluated and optimized. No optimizations 

taking short-range ordering in the liquid phase in these systems have been reported 

before. 

Rare earth elements like Ce and Y increase the high-temperature stability of Mg-alloys. 

Mn is known to improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-alloys. Al and Zn increase the 

mechanical properties of Mg-alloys by solution and precipitation hardening. Si is often 

added as an alloying element to Mg-alloys. All these elements are considered as potential 

alloying elements for development of novel Mg-alloys and are of interest. 

All the calculations and optimizations in the present work were perfomed with the 

FactSage™ thermochemical software. The various steps followed in the present work 

which collectively come under the CALPHAD approach were: 

# The binary systems to be optimized during the present work were identified. 
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# Collection of data in the literature for the system: 

All the data in the literature on the thermodynamic properties of the chosen systems were 

collected. These data were phase diagram data, thermodynamic properties like enthalpy 

of mixing in a solution phase or enthalpy of formation for compounds, activity of 

constituents in a solution, etc. Sometimes data other than thermodynamic properties, such 

as magnetism or electrical conductivity, which can be helpful in evaluation of a system, 

were also collected. When enough data were not available in a lower-order binary 

system, data from a ternary system were used to deduce some necessary conclusions. 

# Selection of the appropriate thermodynamic model: 

As stated in Chapter 2.2, an adequate model representing the Gibbs energy functions for 

a phase is required. This is very important since a good physical model based on the 

structure of the phase increases the accuracy of predictions of solution properties in 

multicomponent systems. In the present work, the Modified Quasichemical Model 

(MQM) capable of taking into account ordering or clustering in the liquid alloy was 

chosen. In the present work, solid phases appeared in the form of stoichiometric and 

terminal solid solutions which were modeled using Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 respectively. 

# Critical evaluation of collected experimental data: 

The experimental data by different authors were often found to differ from each other by 

more than the stated experimental error limits. Sometimes data were not 

thermodynamically consistent with each other. Therefore, all the available experimental 
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data were evaluated on the basis of experimental techniques and thermodynamic 

consistency. When the accuracy of the experimental data was difficult to evaluate from 

the description of the experimental technique, their consistency or inconsistency was 

discernible during the simultaneous optimization of the data. 

# Optimization of model parameters for the system: 

After evaluation of the experimental data, optimization was performed on the basis of 

selected reliable data to obtain the values of the model parameters. In this stage, 

optimization software, the OptiSage module in FactSage™, was quite useful. 

OptiSage is an optimizer module which generates a consistent set of model parameters 

from a given set of experimental data which in turn are used to represent the Gibbs 

energies of phases. In simple words, OptiSage gives model parameters which can 

reproduce the input data. While using OptiSage to get the best fit, the researcher has to 

use his own judgment on the selection of parameters, such as which should be fixed or 

altered and if additional parameters have to be introduced. The convergence of the results 

in OptiSage depends upon the starting values given to the model parameters and the error 

limits set for the input data. Sometimes several steps are required to obtain the model 

parameters which can satisfactorily reproduce the input data. Also in some cases, it is 

easier and faster to obtain starting values from OptiSage, which can roughly reproduce 

the data, and then refine the fitting by the trial and error method. In the present work, the 

optimized parameters were obtained with the help of OptiSage or sometimes with both 

OptiSage and the trial and error method. 
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# Back-calculation of all thermodynamic data and phase diagrams: 

Once satisfactory model parameters were obtained, all the thermodynamic data and 

experimental data were back-calculated for comparison with the optimized values. 

# Evaluation of ternary systems: 

The presently obtained model parameters for the binary systems were combined with 

previously optimized binary parameters of the other binary sub-systems to estimate the 

Gibbs energies of solutions in the ternary systems using the techniques given in Chapter 

2.5. With the help of these Gibbs energies, evaluations and predictions were made for the 

ternary systems. 

The various results obtained in the present work following the above steps were prepared 

as three articles which have been submitted to journals. These articles are presented in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 

The first article in Chapter 3 contains the thermodynamic optimizations of the Ce-Si, Y-

Si, Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. This article has been submitted to the International 

Journal of Materials Research. This article contains the literature review and 

thermodynamic optimizations of these systems. Polythermal liquidus projections were 

also predicted and calculated for the ternary systems. 
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The second article in Chapter 4 contains the thermodynamic optimizations of the Si-Zn, 

Mn-Si, Mg-Si-Zn and Mg-Mn-Si systems. This article has been submitted to the Calphad 

Journal. This article contains the literature review and thermodynamic optimizations of 

these systems. Polythermal liquidus projections were also predicted and calculated for the 

ternary systems. 

The third article in Chapter 5 contains the thermodynamic optimizations of the Al-Mn 

and Mg-Al-Mn systems. This article has been submitted to the Journal of Phase 

Equilibria and Diffusion. This article contains the literature review and thermodynamic 

optimizations of these systems. There are many ternary data available for the Mg-Al-Mn 

system compared to the other ternary systems stated above. All these ternary data have 

been satisfactorily reproduced after their critical evaluation. Polythermal projections for 

this ternary system were also predicted and calculated. 
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Adarsh Shukla, Youn-Bae Kang and Arthur D. Pelton 
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Thermodynamic assessment of the Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. 

The binary Ce-Si and Y-Si systems have been critically evaluated based upon available 

phase equilibrium and thermodynamic data, and optimized model parameters have been 

obtained giving the Gibbs energies of all phases as functions of temperature and 

composition. The liquid solution has been modeled with the Modified Quasichemical 

Model (MQM) to account for the short-range-ordering. The results have been combined 

with those of our previous optimizations of the Mg-Si, Mg-Ce and Mg-Y systems to 

predict the phase diagrams of the Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. The predictions have 

been compared with available data. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Although magnesium-based materials have a long history of important commercial 

applications, including automotive, there remains much to be learned about the basic 

properties of the metal and its alloys. With the recent renewed interest in lightweight 

wrought materials, including both sheet and tube applications, there has been an 

increased focus on developing a better understanding of novel magnesium alloys, 

including those that incorporate additions of such elements as Ce and Y. These alloy 

systems, along with other potential candidates, are being actively pursued as possible 

routes to develop magnesium materials with improved ductility, or even practical room 

temperature formability. Silicon is often added to Mg as an alloying element. Hence, the 

Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems are of interest. 

The properties of cast or wrought material depend first and foremost upon the phases and 

microstructural constituents (eutectics, precipitates, solid solutions, etc.) which are 

present. In an alloy with several alloying elements, the phase relationships are very 

complex. In order to investigate and understand these complex phase relationships 

effectively, it is very useful do develop thermodynamic databases containing model 

parameters giving the thermodynamic properties of all phases as functions of temperature 

and composition. Using Gibbs free energy minimization software such as FactSage [1, 

2], the automotive and aeronautical industries and their suppliers will be able to access 

the databases to calculate the amounts and compositions of all phases at equilibrium at 
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any temperature and composition in multicomponent alloys, to follow the course of 

equilibrium or non-equilibrium cooling, to calculate corresponding heat effects, etc. 

Such thermodynamic databases are prepared by critical evaluation, modeling, and 

optimization. In a thermodynamic "optimization," adjustable model parameters are 

calculated using, simultaneously, all available thermodynamic and phase-equilibrium 

data in order to obtain one set of model equations as functions of temperature and 

composition. Thermodynamic data, such as activities, can aid in the evaluation of the 

phase diagrams, and information on phase equilibria can be used to deduce 

thermodynamic properties. Thus, it is frequently possible to resolve discrepancies in the 

available data. From the model equations, all of the thermodynamic properties and phase 

diagrams can be back-calculated, and interpolations and extrapolations can be made in a 

thermodynamically correct manner. The data are thereby rendered self-consistent and 

consistent with thermodynamic principles, and the available data are distilled into a small 

set of model parameters, ideal for computer storage. 

As part of a broader research project to develop a thermodynamic database for Mg alloys 

with 25 potential alloying elements, the present study reports on evaluations and 

optimizations of the Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. A recent work by 

Bulanova et al. [3] reports phase equilibria for the Ce-Si system, but no thermodynamic 

optimization of the system based upon these phase diagram data has yet been reported. 

Previous optimizations [4-6] of the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems were based upon a Bragg-
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Williams (BW) random-mixing model for the liquid phase. However, the liquid phase in 

these binary systems are expected to exhibit considerable short-range-ordering (SRO) as 

evidenced by the very negative "V-shaped" enthalpy of mixing curves. In the present 

work the Modified Quasichemcial Model (MQM) has been used to account for the SRO. 

As has been shown by the present authors [7], the use of the Bragg-Williams model in 

liquids with a high degree of SRO generally results in unsatisfactory results and in poor 

predictions of ternary properties from binary model parameters. Furthermore, recent 

thermodynamic data [8] for solid phases in the Y-Si system were not considered in the 

previous optimizations. Hence the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems have been re-optimized. 

The binary model parameters have then been combined with those from our previous 

optimizations of the Mg-Ce [9], Mg-Y [9] and Mg-Si [10] systems in order to predict the 

thermodynamic properties and phase equilibria of the Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si ternary 

systems. The experimental data available for the ternary systems are very sparse; 

wherever available they have been compared with the present predictions. 

4.2 Modified Quashichemical Model (MQM) 

The Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) in the pair approximation [11] was used to 

model the liquid alloys. Previous optimizations of the Mg-Ce [9], Mg-Y [9] and Mg-Si 

[10] systems have also used the MQM to model the liquid phase. This model, which 

takes SRO into account, has been used extensively for molten salts [12-14], slags [15] 
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and sulfides [16-18]. All details of the model and notation have been described 

previously [11] and only a brief summary is given here. 

In the MQM in the pair approximation, the following pair exchange reaction between 

atoms A and B on neighboring lattice sites is considered: 

(A-A)+{B-B) = 2{A-B); AgAB (1) 

where (i-j) represents a first-nearest-neighbor pair. The non-configurational Gibbs 

energy change for the formation of two moles of (A -B) pairs is AgAB. 

Let nA and nB be the number of moles of A and B, n^ be the number of moles of (/ - j) 

pairs, and ZA and ZB be the coordination numbers of A and B. The pair fractions, mole 

fractions, and "coordination-equivalent" fractions are defined respectively as: 

Xij = nij linAA + nBB + nAB ) (2) 

XA=nAl(nA+nB)=\-XB (3) 

YA=ZAnA/{ZAnA+ZBnB)=ZAXA/(ZAXA+ZBXB)=l-YB (4) 

The following equations may be written: 

ZAXA = 2nAA + nAB (5) 

ZBXB = 2riBB + riAB (6) 

The Gibbs energy of the solution is given by: 

G = (nAg°A + nBgB ) - mSconf is + (nAB /2)AgAB (7) 
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where g°A and g°B are the molar Gibbs energies of the pure components and AS00" lg is 

the configurational entropy of mixing given by randomly distributing the (A-A), 

(B-B) and (A-B) pairs in the one-dimensional Ising approximation [11]: 

ASConfig = -R(nA lnXA + nB h\XB) 

K[nAA \r{xAA/Yj)+ nBB \n{xBB jrj)+ nAB \n(xAB/2YAYB)] 
(8) 

AgAB is expanded in terms of the pair fractions: 

&8AB = *g°AB + Z 2%XAA + Z S°AXJBB (9) 
i>\ j>\ 

where Ag°AB, gl
AB and gAB are the parameters of the model which may be functions of 

temperature. 

The equilibrium pair distribution is calculated by setting 

(dG/dnAB\A^=0 (10) 

This gives the "equilibrium constant" for the "quasichemical reaction" of (Eq. 1): 

—4-5 =4expf -^0 (11) 
XAAXBB 

As AgAB becomes progressively more negative, the reaction (Eq. 1) is shifted 

progressively to the right, and the calculated enthalpy and configurational entropy of 

mixing assume, respectively, the negative "V" and "m" shapes characteristic of SRO. 
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The composition of maximum SRO is determined by the ratio of the coordination 

numbers ZB/ZA, as given by the following equations [11]: 

1 1 In \ n 

-L = _L( zn^ )+ -^(— -^—) (12) 
ZA ZAA 2nAA+nAB ZAB ^tt^+tt^ 

^ B ^ B B ^ B B + ^ B ^BA ^nBB + ^ B 

where ZA
AA and Z ^ are the values of ZA respectively when all the nearest neighbors of an 

A are A's, and when all nearest neighbors of an A are B's, and where ZB
BB and ZB

BA are 

defined similarly. (Note that ZA
AB and ZB

BA represent the same quantity and can be used 

interchangeably.) In order to set the composition of maximum SRO at XSi = 0.5 

(corresponding to the compositions CeSi and YSi) in the binary systems, we set the 

Z'yl Zl =1 so that the compositions of maximum SRO occur at the equimolar 

composition in both binary systems. Although the model is sensitive to the ratio of the 

coordination numbers, it is less sensitive to their absolute values. The use of the one-

dimensional Ising model in Eq. 8 introduces a mathematical approximation into the 

model which we have found, by experience, can be partially compensated by selecting 

values of Zg and ZA which are smaller than the actual values. The value of the 

coordination numbers selected in the present study are listed in Tab. 4.1. 

The liquid phase shows maximum SRO in the Mg-Ce system at the composition XMg = 

3/4 (CeMg3) [9], in the Mg-Y system at XMg = 2/3 [9], and in the Mg-Si system at the 

equimolar composition [10]. 
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From the MQM model parameters for the binary liquid phases, the thermodynamic 

properties of a ternary liquid phase may be estimated as discussed previously [19]. If 

ternary experimental data are available, additional ternary model parameters may be 

added if required. 

4.3 Binary Systems 

All calculations and optimizations in the present study were performed with the FactSage 

thermochemical software [1,2]. 

The optimized model parameters of all phases obtained in the present study are listed in 

Tab. 4.1. The crystallographic data [20] of all phases in the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems are 

listed in Tab. 4.2. The Gibbs energies of all stable and metastable phases of pure Ce, Y 

and Si were taken from Dinsdale [21]. 

4.3.1 The Ce-Si system 

The calculated optimized phase diagram of the Ce-Si system is compared with 

experimental data in Fig. 4.1. The optimized enthalpies of formation of the solid alloys 

and partial enthalpies of mixing in the liquid phase are compared with experimental data 

and previous optimization in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The calculated entropy of 

mixing in the liquid phase is compared with the ideal mixing curve and the previous 

optimizations in Fig. 4.4. 
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A complete literature review of the Ce-Si system up to 1989 was reported by Munitz et 

al. [22]. Benesovsky et al. [23] investigated the system by metallograpy and melting 

point studies. The most recent investigation of the system is by Bulanova et al. who used 

DTA, XRD and metallographic techniques. Grobner et al. [4] performed a 

thermodynamic optimization of the system but did not refer to the paper by Bulanova and 

co-workers. Bulanova et al. [3], by XRD, identified six intermetallic phases: CesSi3, 

Ce3Si2, Ce5Si4, CeSi, CeSi2-ai and CeSi2-a2- These authors reported that the compounds 

CeSi2-ai and CeSi2-a2 have small homogeneity ranges, but their results did not permit the 

single-phase composition limits to be determined quantitatively. These compounds have 

been given various designations [3, 22]. Following Muntiz et al. [22] and Grobner et al. 

[4], we have modeled them as the stoichiometric compounds Ce3Sis and CeSi2. Other 

intermetallic compounds were also modeled as stoichiometric in the absence of evidence 

of appreciable homogeneity ranges. 

The different structures of Ce and Si (Tab. 4.2) and the large difference in their atomic 

radii (0.185 nm and 0.110 nm respectively) [24] mitigate against any appreciable mutual 

terminal solid solubility. Hence, none was assumed. 

The standard enthalpies of formation at 25 °C of CeSi, CeSi2 and CesSi3 were measured 

by Meschel and Kleppa [25, 26] using direct synthesis calorimetry. These data are well 

reproduced by the present optimization as can be seen in Fig. 4.2. These authors also 

reported heat contents (HT - H298K) of CeSi and CeSi2 at 1200 °C and of Ce5Si3 at 1000 
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°C. Their results are shown in Tab. 4.3. As shown in Tab. 4.1, the Neumann-Kopp (NK) 

approximation was used for the heat capacities of CeSi and CeSi2. This reproduced the 

measured heat contents very well as shown in Tab. 4.3. However for CesSi3 it was 

necessary to increase the heat capacity slightly by 1.250 J-mol-atoms'-K"1 above the 

value given by the NK approximation in order to reproduce the measured heat content, as 

shown in Tab. 4.3. For the compounds Ce3Si2 and CesSi*, the heat capacities predicted by 

the NK approximation were then increased by 1.600 and 0.778 J-mol-atoms'-K"1 

respectively in order that the estimated heat capacities of these compounds vary linearly 

with atomic fraction between those of CesSi3 and CeSi. 

It should be noted that the optimized entropies of formation of the intermetallic 

compounds from the elements at 25 °C are all very small as is generally expected for such 

compounds. That is, the optimized entropies are physically reasonable. 

Ryss et al. [27], at 1650 °C, and Sudavtsova et al. [28], at 1617 °C, measured partial 

enthalpies of mixing in the liquid phase by high-temperature isothermal calorimetry. Ryss 

et al. [27] reported only smoothed curves. The present optimized curves are compared to 

these data in Fig. 4.3 where good agreement can be seen, keeping in mind that the data of 

Ryss et al. [27] are from smoothed curves. 

The shape of the partial enthalpy curves in Fig. 4.3, which are very negative with points 

of inflection and a point of intersection near the equimolar composition, are strongly 
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indicative of a high degree of SRO about this composition. An entropy of mixing with a 

strong minimum near the equimolar composition as in Fig. 4.4 is thus expected. These 

shapes of the enthalpy and entropy of mixing curves are well reproduced by the MQM. 

4.3.2 The Y-Si system 

The optimized phase diagram of the Y-Si system is compared with the experimental data 

in Fig. 4.5. Calculated thermodynamic properties are shown and compared with 

experimental data and previous optimizations in Figs. 4.6 to 4.10. 

Lundin [29] first investigated the system by XRD and metallographic methods. 

Gschneidner [30] mentioned that the mutual terminal solid solubilities of silicon and 

yttrium are less than 0.01 wt. % but did not specify the source. Ran et al. [6] performed a 

thermodynamic optimization of the system based upon the phase diagram data of Lundin 

[29], modeling the liquid with a Bragg-Williams random-mixing model. Later, Button 

and McColm [31] investigated the system by thermal analysis, metallography, XRD and 

hardness measurements. They suggested 0.8 at. % solubility of silicon in solid yttrium by 

studying the microstructure of the eutectic. Button and McColm [31], by X-Ray powder 

diffraction, reported YsSia, YsSi^ YSi and YsSis as equilibrium phases. There is 

controversy in the literature regarding the existence of a stable phase YSi2. Gschneidner 

[30] cites references claiming that this phase is not stable, whereas Gokhale and 

Abbaschian [32] cite references claiming that it is stable. In the optimization of COST 

507 [5] and Ran et al. [6] YSi2 was included as a stable phase. In view of the fact that the 
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most recent XRD study [31 ] does not report YSi2 as a stable phase, it is not included in 

the present optimization. 

Petri et al. [33] reported an allotropic transformation of Y3Sis at 450 °C; the low-

temperature form is orthorhombic and the high temperature form is hexagonal. No other 

information regarding this transformation could be found. In the present optimization the 

Gibb energy of this transformation was taken to be zero. 

No evidence of appreciable homogeneity ranges for the intermediate compounds could be 

found in the literature. Hence all the intermediate phases have been modeled as 

stiochiometric compounds. 

The different structures of Y and Si (Tab. 4.2) and the large difference in their atomic 

radii (0.180 nm and 0.110 nm respectively) [24] mitigate against any appreciable mutual 

terminal solid solubility. Hence, none was assumed. 

Polotskaya et al. [8] reported Gibbs energies of formation of the silicides by EMF 

measurements at 577 °C as shown in Fig. 4.6. The standard enthalpy of formation of 

YsSis as reported by Topor and Kleppa [34] who used solvent drop calorimetry is 

reproduced well by the present optimization as can be seen in Fig. 4.7. To reproduce 

simultaneously the Gibbs energy of formation of YsSi3 reported by Polotskaya et al. [8] 

and the enthalpy of formation reported by Topor and Kleppa [34] would require the 
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assumption of an improbably large entropy of formation. As shown in Fig. 4.7, more 

weight was given to the direct calorimetric measurement of Topor and Kleppa [34] than 

to the enthalpies of Polotskaya et al. [8] which were obtained from the temperature 

dependence of their EMF measurements. 

As in the Ce-Si system, the optimized entropies of formation of the intermetallic 

compounds in the Y-Si system from the elements at 25 °C are all very small as is 

generally expected for such compounds. That is, the optimized entropies are physically 

reasonable. 

Ryss et al. [35] and Esin et al. [36] measured partial enthalpies of mixing in the liquid 

phase at 1597 °C and 1607 °C respectively using high-temperature isothermal calorimetry 

as shown in Fig. 4.8. Stukalo et al. [37] measured the integral enthalpy of mixing in the 

liquid at 1780 °C by the same method, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The shape of the partial 

enthalpy curves in Fig. 4.8, which are very negative with points of inflection near the 

equimolar composition, and the corresponding "V-shaped" enthalpy of mixing curve in 

Fig. 4.9 with a sharp minimum at the equimolar composition, are indicative of a high 

degree of SRO about this composition, and are well reproduced by the MQM. The SRO 

also results in an entropy of mixing curve with a strong minimum near the equimolar 

composition as seen in Fig. 4.10. 
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4.4 Ternary Systems 

4.4.1 The Mg-Ce-Si system 

The phase diagrams of the Mg-Ce and Mg-Si systems from previous optimizations [9, 

10] are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. These optimizations were combined 

with the present optimization of the Ce-Si system in order to predict the thermodynamic 

properties and phase diagram of the Mg-Ce-Si system. The resultant calculated 

polythermal projection of the liquidus surface is shown in Fig. 4.13. No measurements of 

the liquidus have been reported. 

Mutual solubilites between binary compounds have been assumed to be negligible, there 

being no experimental data available. Although Mg2Ce and Mg2Si have similar 

stoichiometries, they have different structures, as is also the case for CeSi and MgCe 

(Tab. 4.2). Furthermore, the atomic radii of Si, Ce and Mg are quite different (0.111, 

0.185 and 0.150 nm respectively) [24]. All these factors mitigate against appreciable 

mutual solubility of the compounds. 

The thermodynamic properties of the ternary liquid phase were calculated by the MQM 

from the binary model parameters. No additional ternary parameters were included. The 

"asymmetric approximation" [19, 38] with Mg as "asymmetric component" was used 

since the Ce-Si liquid phase exhibits very negative deviations from ideal solution 

behavior whereas the Mg-Si and Mg-Ce liquid phases are much closer to ideality. 
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Zmii and Gladyshevkii [39] investigated the system using XRD in the region from 0 to 

33 at. % Ce and reported a partial section at 400 °C. They reported the presence of three 

ternary compounds: CeMg2Si2, CeMgSi and CeMgsSi in this region. In another work [40] 

they reported the crystal structure of the compound CeMg2Si2. Recently, Dhar et al. [41] 

confirmed the presence of the compound CeMg2Si2 by XRD but did not observe the other 

two compounds. They also reported the presence of an additional compound, Ce2MgSi. 

In the absence of any other data concerning the ternary compounds, it was assumed that 

they are not stable at liquidus temperatures and they were not included in the present 

calculations. 

The calculated liquid-liquid immiscibility region seen in Fig. 4.13 is expected [7]. The 

very strong negative deviation from ideal mixing behavior in the binary liquid Ce-Si 

phase indicates that Ce and Si atoms have a strong tendency to remain paired and not to 

mix with Mg. It may be noted that the use of a Bragg-Williams random-mixing model 

rather than the MQM for the liquid phase would result in an even larger calculated 

immiscibility gap as has been discussed by the present authors [7]. 

4.4.2 The Mg-Y-Si system 

The phase diagrams of the Mg-Si and Mg-Y systems from previous optimizations [9, 10] 

are shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.14 respectively. These optimizations were combined with 

the present optimization of the Y-Si system in order to predict the thermodynamic 
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properties and phase diagram of the Mg-Y-Si system. The resultant calculated 

polythermal projection of the liquidus surface is shown in Fig. 4.15. 

As in the Mg-Ce-Si system, and for the same reasons, mutual solubilities between binary 

compounds have been assumed to be negligible, there being no experimental data 

available. Although Mg2Y and Mg2Si have similar stoichiometries, they have different 

structures, as is also the case for YSi and MgY (Tab. 4.2). Furthermore, the atomic radii 

of Si, Y and Mg are quite different (0.111, 0.180 and 0.150 nm respectively) [24]. 

The thermodynamic properties of the ternary liquid phase were calculated by the MQM 

from the binary model parameters. No additional ternary parameters were included. The 

"asymmetric approximation" [19, 38] with Mg as "asymmetric component" was used 

since the Y-Si liquid phase exhibits very negative deviations from ideal solution behavior 

whereas the Mg-Si and Mg-Ce liquid phases are much closer to ideality. In the absence of 

any evidence of ternary compounds, none were assumed. 

Drits et al. [42] reported the only investigation of the system. By metallographic and 

thermal cooling methods, they reported phase equilibria in the section from Mg -13 wt. % 

Y to Mg- 4 wt. % Si. The calculated section is compared with the measurements in Fig. 

4.16. Drits et al. also reported an isopleth at constant wt. % Y = 15 for Si contents up to 4 

wt. %. This isopleth is compared with the present calculations in Fig. 4.17. The same 

authors also reported the equilibrium phases present in Mg-rich alloys at 400 C. 
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Comparison with the present calculations is shown in Fig. 4.18 where it is assumed that 

the "X" phase reported by Drits et al. [42] was YSi. Although the agreement between the 

calculated phase equilibria and the data points in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 is not good, it is 

clear from these figures that the results of Drits et al. [42] are not consistent with the 

optimized binary Mg-Y phase diagram [9] which is based upon numerous and more 

recent experimental data. 

As in the case of the Mg-Ce-Si system, and for the same reasons, a small calculated 

liquid-liquid immiscibility region is seen in Fig. 4.15. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Gibbs energy functions for all phases in the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems have been obtained. 

All available thermodynamic and phase equilibrium data have been critically evaluated in 

order to obtain one set of optimized model parameters of the Gibbs energies of all phases 

which can reproduce the experimental data within experimental error limits. Evaluations 

and tentative calculated phase diagrams of the ternary systems Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si 

have been given. 

The use of the Modified Quasichemical Model for the liquid phase has permitted short-

range ordering to be taken into account. Use of this model results in a better fitting of the 

data for the liquid phase than is the case when a Bragg-Williams random-mixing model is 

used. This results in a better representation of the partial properties of the solutes in dilute 
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solution in magnesium, the activities of solutes in dilute solution being of much practical 

importance. As shown by the present authors [7], the use of the MQM generally also 

results in better estimations of the properties of ternary and higher-order liquid alloys 

from binary model parameters. These estimations of phase equilibria will aid in the 

design of novel magnesium alloys. 
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Table 4.1. Optimized model parameters of binary phases in the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems. 

Liquid: 
Co-ordination numbers: 

Ce-Si Zs'iS. = Zc
e
eCe = Zs\Ce = Zc

e
eS. = 6 

1 ~^1 ^sisi ~ zry — ZSIT — z>s; — ° 

Optimized values of AgAB (Eq 1), in Joules 
Ag ce-si: (-57265 + 3.347 T) + (-9599 + 9.205 T) XCece + (-23053) XSiSi 
Ag y-si: (-56484) + (-10878) XYY + (- 2.092 T) XSlSi 

Stoichiometric compounds : ^ _ ^ 

Compounds AH 298 S 298 "*" AS°298 * Cp̂  
(J-mol-atoms"1) (J-mol- (J-mol- (j-mol-atoms"1 • K"1) 

atoms'' • K"') atoms'' • K'1) 

|Ce5Si3 

|Ce3Si2 

|Ce5Si4 

^CeSi 

iCe3Si5 

|CeSi2 

|Y5Si3 

}Y5Si4 

lYSi 

|Y3Si5 

-57225 

-60900 

-65656 

-70500 

-68104 

-62733 

-69025 

-82889 

-91670 

-67250 

50.300 

48.280 

46.833 

44.500 

39.750 

38.000 

37.125 

30.778 

26.350 

30.500 

-0.163 

-0.916 

-0.113 

0.368 

1.948 

2.308 

2.079 

-2.464 

-5.449 

1.948 

0.625 Cp(Ce, FCC) + 0.375 Cp 

(Si, Dia.)+ 1.250 
0.600 Cp (Ce, FCC) + 0.400 Cp 

(Si, Dia.)+1.600 
0.555 Cp (Ce, FCC) + 0.444 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) + 0.778 
0.500 Cp (Ce, FCC) + 0.500 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 
0.375 Cp(Ce, FCC) + 0.625 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 
0.333 Cp (Ce, FCC) + 0.667 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 
0.625 CP(Y, HCP) + 0.375 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) - 0.750 
0.555 Cp (Y, HCP) + 0.444 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 
0.500 Cp (Y, HCP) + 0.500 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 
0.375 Cp (Y, HCP) + 0.625 Cp 

(Si, Dia.) 

Enthalpy and entropy of formation from the elements at 298.15 K 
** Absolute Third-Law entropy at 298.15 K 
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Table 4.2. Crystallographic data [20] of all phases considered in the present optimization 

in the Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. 

Phase 

Liquid 

FCC 

BCC 

HCP 
DHCP 

Si (Dia.) 

Mg24Y5 

Laves-
C14 

Laves-
C15 

BCC-B2 

CeMg 3 

CeMgn 

Ce5Mg4i 

Ce 2 Mg n 

Mg2Si 

Ce5Si3 

Ce3Si2 

Ce5Si4 

CeSi 
Ce3Si5 

CeSi2 

Y5Si3 

Y5Si4 

YSi 

Y3Si5 

Y3Si5 

Strukturb 
e-richt 

-

Al 

A2 

A3 
A3' 

A4 

All 

C14 

C15 

B2 

D03 

D2b 

-

-

CI 

D8m 

D5a 

-
B27 

-

cc 
D88 

Bf 

cc 

-

Prototyp 
e 

-

Cu 

W 

Mg 
a-La 

C(Dia.) 

a-Mn 

MgZn2 

Cu2Mg 

CsCl 

BiFe3 

Mni2Th 
Ce5Mg4 

i 

NinTh2 

CaF2 

** 
Si3W5 Si2U3 

Si4Zr5 
FeB 

GdSi2 

ThSi2 

Mn5Si3 

Sm5Ge4 

CrB 
ThSi2 

distorte 
d 

Pearson 
symbol 

-

cF4 

cI2 

hPl 
hPA 

cFS 

c/58 

hP\2 

cFIA 

cP2 

cF\6 

tI26 

tI92 

hP38 

cF\2 
tB2 
tPIO 
(a/ 
oP& 

(b) 
tin 

hPl6 
oP36 
oC8 

//12 

-

Space 
group 

Fm3m 

Im3m 
P6^/mmc 
P6s/mmc 

Fd3m 

14 3m 

P6y/mmc 

Fd3m 

Pm3m 

Fm3m 
14/mmm 

I4/m 

P&^/mmc 

Fm3m 
I4/mcm 
P4/mbm 

-
Pnma 
Imma 

I4\/amd 
Pd^/mcm 

-
Cmcm 

I4\/amd 

-

Comments 

Ce is stable phase. 

Ce, Y are stable phases. 

Mg, Y are stable phases. 
Ce is stable phase. 

Mg2Y is stable phase. 

CeMg2, is stable phase. 

MgY, CeMg are stable phases. 

Low temperature form 

High temperature form 

(a) Tetragonal (b) Orthorhombic 
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Table 4.3. Reported heat contents of compounds in the Ce-Si system compared with the 
present calculations. 

Compound 

Ce5Si3 

CeSi 
CeSi2 

Experimental 
H T - H298K 
(kJ-mol-atoms" ) 

31.3 +0.4 (1000 UC) [25] 
35.2 + 2.2 (1200 °C) [26] 
33.5+1.3 (1200 °C) [26] 

H j - H298K 
calculated from 
Neumann-Kopp 
approximation 
(kJmol-atoms"1 -K"1) 

29.85 
35.47 
33.61 

H T - H298K 
Calculated 
(kJ-mol-atoms'-K1) 

31.07 
35.47 * 
33.61 * 

No alteration to the Neumann-Kopp heat capacity was required. 
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Fig. 4.1. Optimized phase diagram of the Ce-Si system. 
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Fig. 4.9. Integral enthalpy of mixing in liquid Y-Si solutions at 1780 °C. 
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Fig. 4.10. Calculated entropy of mixing in liquid Y-Si solutions at 1600 C. 
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Fig. 4.11. Previously optimized phase diagram of the Mg-Ce system [9]. 
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Fig. 4.13. Predicted polythermal projection of the Mg-Ce-Si ternary system. Calculated 

temperatures of invariants points are shown (°C). 
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Fig. 4.14. Previously optimized phase diagram of the Mg-Y system [9]. 
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Fig. 4.15. Predicted polythermal projection for the Mg-Y-Si system. Calculated 

temperatures of invariants points are shown (°C). 
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Fig. 4.16. Calculated section of the Mg-Y-Si phase diagram from Mg-13 wt. % Y to Mg-

4 wt. % Si. 
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The binary Si-Zn and Mn-Si systems have been critically evaluated based upon available 

phase equilibrium and thermodynamic data, and optimized model parameters have been 
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predict the phase diagrams of the Mg-Si-Zn and Mg-Mn-Si systems. The predictions 

have been compared with available data. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Although magnesium-based materials have a long history of important commercial 

applications, including automotive, there remains much to be learned about the basic 

properties of the metal and its alloys. With the recent renewed interest in lightweight 

wrought materials, including both sheet and tube applications, there has been an 

increased focus on developing a better understanding of novel magnesium alloys, 

including those that incorporate additions of such elements as Si, Mn and Zn. These alloy 

systems, along with other potential candidates, are being actively pursued as possible 

routes to develop magnesium materials with improved ductility, or even practical room 

temperature formability. 

The properties of cast or wrought material depend first and foremost upon the phases and 

microstructural constituents (eutectics, precipitates, solid solutions, etc.) which are 

present. In an alloy with several alloying elements, the phase relationships are very 

complex. In order to effectively investigate and understand these complex phase 

relationships, it is very useful to develop thermodynamic databases containing model 

parameters giving the thermodynamic properties of all phases as functions of temperature 

and composition. Using Gibbs free energy minimization software such as FactSage [1, 

2], the automotive and aeronautical industries and their suppliers will be able to access 

the databases to calculate the amounts and compositions of all phases at equilibrium at 

any temperature and composition in multicomponent alloys, to follow the course of 

equilibrium or non-equilibrium cooling, to calculate corresponding heat effects, etc. 
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As part of a broader research project to develop a thermodynamic database for Mg alloys 

with 25 potential alloying metals, the present study reports on the evaluation and 

optimization of the Si-Zn, Mn-Si, Mg-Si-Zn and Mg-Mn-Si systems. 

Previous optimizations of the Mn-Si system in the framework of COST 507 [3] and by 

Chevalier et al. [4] were based upon a Bragg-Williams (BW) random-mixing model for 

the liquid phase. The liquid in this binary system is expected to exhibit considerable 

short-range-ordering (SRO) as evidenced by the very negative enthalpy of mixing curve. 

As has been shown by the present authors [5], the use of a BW model in liquids with a 

high degree of SRO generally results in unstatisfactory results and in poor predictions of 

ternary properties from binary model parameters. In the present work, the Modified 

Quasichemcial Model (MQM) has been used to account for the SRO in the liquids. As 

well, there are vapor pressure measurements [6, 7] of Mn-Si alloys and measurement of 

the enthalpy of formation [8] of compounds which were not taken into account in 

previous optimizations. Hence the Si-Zn and Mn-Si systems have been re-optimized in 

the present study. 

The binary model parameters have then been combined with those from our previous 

optimizations of the Mg-Zn [9], Mg-Mn [10] and Mg-Si [11] systems in order to predict 

thermodynamic properties and phase equilibria in the Mg-Si-Zn and Mg-Y-Si ternary 

systems. 
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5.2 Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) 

The Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) in the pair approximation [12] was used to 

model the liquid alloys. A description of the MQM and its associated notation is given by 

Pelton et al. [12]. The same notation is used in the present paper. The composition of 

maximum SRO is determined by the ratio of the coordination numbers Z'-IZl. The 

values of the coordination numbers selected in the present study are listed in Table 5.1. 

All the binary subsystems of the Mg-Si-Zn and Mg-Mn-Si systems exhibit SRO near the 

equimolar composition; hence Zl = Zl in all cases. 

From the MQM model parameters of the binary liquid phases, the thermodynamic 

properties of a ternary liquid phase may be estimated as discussed previously [13]. If 

ternary experimental data are available, additional ternary model parameters may be 

added. 

5.3 Binary Systems 

All calculations and optimizations in the present study were performed with the FactSage 

thermochemical software [1,2]. 

The optimized model parameters of all phases obtained in the present study are listed in 

Table 5.1. The crystallographic data [14] of all phases in the Si-Zn and Mn-Si systems 

are listed in Table 5.2. The Gibbs energies of all stable and metastable condensed phases 
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of the elements were taken from Dinsdale [15], while the Gibbs energies of the gaseous 

elements were taken from the JANAF Tables [16]. 

5.3.1 The Si-Zn System 

The optimized phase diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5.1. It may be noted that no 

temperature dependent terms were required in the optimized parameters (Table 5.1) of 

the liquid Si-Zn solution. This system was optimized by Jacobs and Spencer [17] who 

used a BW random-mixing model for the liquid phase. The present calculated eutectic 

temperature and composition are 419.2 °C and Xzn = 0.999. 

The only data available are the coordinates of the liquidus. No thermodynamic property 

data were found. Girault [18], Thurmond and Kowalchik [19] and Moissan and Siemens 

[20] determined the liquidus in the range 0.85 to 5.3 at. % Zn by a gravimetric method. 

John et al. [21] and Schneider and Krumnacker [22] measured the liquidus by DTA in the 

range from 1 to 55 at. % Zn. The solid solubility of Zn in Si was determined by diffusion 

investigations in the temperature ranges from 820 to 1076 °C [23], 1040 to 1200 °C [24] 

and 900 to 1360 °C [25]. All these investigations reported negligible solubility of Zn in 

Si. In the absence of data for the solubility of Si in solid Zn, negligible solubility was 

assumed. 
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5.3.2 The Mn-Si system 

The optimized phase diagram of the Mn-Si system is shown in Fig. 5.2 and is compared 

with the experimental data in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Various calculated thermodynamic 

properties of the system are compared with experimental data and previous optimizations 

in Figs. 5.5 to 5.13. 

A complete literature review of the Mn-Si system up to 1990 was reported by Gokhale 

and Abbaschian [26]. COST 507 [3] and Chevalier et al. [4] performed thermodynamic 

optimizations of the system, using a BW random-mixing model for the liquid phase. 

Chakraborti and Lukas [27] optimized the phase diagram data without taking account of 

any thermodynamic data. Kanibolotskii and Lesnyak [28] fitted the thermodynamic 

properties of the system to polynomial equations, but performed no optimization. 

The optimized Mn-rich side of the phase diagram (X<0.5) is compared with the 

experimental data in Fig. 5.3. Gokhale and Abbaschian [26] reported speculative phase 

boundaries between the FCC, BCC and liquid phases upon which the calculations in Fig. 

5.3 were based. 

Wieser and Forgeng [29] reported phase equilibria in the region from 2 to 24 at. % Si by 

metallography and XRD. These authors reported a phase £ with a homogeneity range 

from 12 to 15 at. % Si and a phase £, with a homogeneity range from 16 to 18 at. % Si 

(Mn6Si and MngSi2 respectively in Fig. 5.3). Kuz'ma and Gladyshevskii [30] and Gupta 
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[31] confirmed the existence of the £ and \ phases respectively by XRD. Later, Gokhale 

and Abbaschian [26] referred to these compounds as R and v and suggested their 

approximate stoichiometries as Mn6Si and Mn9Si2 respectively. 

Boren [32] from XRD, and Vogel and Bedarff [33] from thermal and metallography, 

reported the existence of Mn3Si. Later, Letun et al. [34] reported an allotropic 

transformation of this phase at 677 °C. The Gibbs energy change of this transformation 

was assumed to be zero in the present work. The congruently melting compounds Mn5Si3 

and MnSi were first reported by Doerinckel [35] from thermal and metallographic 

analysis, and later by Vogel and Bedarff [33] who used the same technique. 

The optimized silicon-rich side of the phase diagram is compared with the experimental 

data in Fig. 5.4. Different authors [32, 36-40] disagree on the exact designation, the width 

of the single-phase region (0.3 to 0.5 at. % Si), and the structure of the highest silicide, 

MnnSii9. Gokhale and Abbaschian [26] preferred the designation MnSii.75.x with a 

homogeneity width of 0.4 at. % Si. Morkhovets et al. [41], from microstructural and 

thermal analysis, reported this compound as MnSii.72. Following Chakraborti and Lukas 

[26] and Chevalier et al. [4], this phase is modeled in the present study as stoichiometric 

MnnSii9. 

There are no data on the solubility of Mn in solid Si. The slope of the liquidus curve [42] 

at Xsi = 1.0 is consistent with the limiting van't Hoff equation when the solid solubility is 
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negligible. Hence, negligible solubility was assumed. All intermediate compounds have 

been modeled as stoichiometric, there being no data to the contrary except for MneSi and 

MngSii. For these compounds, it proved impossible to reproduce simultaneously all the 

data points of Wieser and Forgeng [29] for the boundaries of the single-phase regions of 

these phases and of the CUB phase with reasonable thermodynamic parameters. Since 

there are no corroborating data from other authors in this region of the phase diagram, it 

was decided to treat these phases as stoichiometric. 

Zaitsev et al. [6, 43] reported vapor pressure measurements in two-phase regions using 

high-temperature mass spectrometry. The data from their first paper [6] are in good 

agreement with the present calculations as can be seen in Fig. 5.5. The data from their 

second paper [43] were presented only in the form of a small ambiguous figure. 

In a different work, Zaitsev et al. [7] reported vapor pressure measurements of 

monatomic Si and Mn over liquid alloys by Knudsen effusion/mass spectrometry. The 

data for Mn vapor pressures are well reproduced as seen in Fig. 5.5a. The calculated 

vapor pressure of monatomic Si is shown in Fig. 5.6. The composition dependence of the 

data in Fig. 5.6 is well reproduced by the model, while the calculated curves and 

measured points differ by a nearly constant value. In view of the expanded vertical scale 

of Fig. 5.6, and the very low vapor pressure of Si, this difference is within the 

experimental error limits. Since the authors [7] did not report measurements of the vapor 
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pressure of pure liquid Si, one cannot check for consistency with the data for the vapor 

pressure of pure Si [16] used in the present calculations. 

Tanaka [44] by a transportation method at 1400 °C, and Ahmad and Pratt [45] by a 

torsion-effusion technique, measured Mn partial pressures over liquid alloys. The present 

calculations are compared with these vapor pressure data in Fig. 5.5. At high Si contents, 

these data are inconsistent with the vapor pressure data of Zaitsev et al. [7] in Fig. 5.5a. 

The data of Tanaka [44] in Fig. 5.5c are inconsistent with the vapor pressure data of 

Zaitsev et al. [6, 7] in Fig. 5.5a and with the vapor pressure of pure liquid Mn given by 

JANAF [16]. 

Batalin and Sudavtsova [46] performed EMF measurements in the range 1247-1427 °C to 

report the partial excess Gibbs energy of Mn in the liquid phase at 1400 °C. These Gibbs 

energies are compared with the present calculations in Fig. 5.7. These data are 

inconsistent with the Mn vapor pressure data [6, 7] in Fig. 5.5. Previous optimizations [3, 

4] did not take into account the vapor pressure data. In the present work, more weight 

was given to the vapor pressure data [6, 7] than to the EMF measurements. 

Zaitsev et al. [47] derived standard enthalpies of formation of intermediate compounds 

from vapor pressure measurements using high-temperature mass spectroscopy. Their 

vapor pressure data points were presented only in the form an ambiguous figure. Meschel 

and Kleppa [8] measured the standard enthalpies of formation of MnsSi3 and MnSi by 
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direct synthesis calorimetery. Zaitsev et al. [47] also cite data from other sources [48-

52]. All these data are shown on Fig. 5.8. In the present work, the greatest weight was 

given to the results of Meschel and Kleppa [8]. 

It should be noted that the optimized entropies of formation of the intermetallic 

compounds from the elements at 25 °C (Table 5.1) are all very small as is generally 

expected for such compounds. That is, the optimized entropies are physically reasonable. 

Gel'd et al. [53] and Esin et al. [54] measured partial enthalpies of mixing in Mn-Si melts 

at 1500 C by high-temperature isothermal calorimetry. It is unclear in the article of Esin 

et al. [54] whether all their data points are experimental or if some points were obtained 

by integration of the Gibbs-Duhem equation. These data are compared with the present 

and previous optimizations in Fig. 5.9. Batalin et al. [55] at 1450 °C, and Gorbunov et al. 

[56] at 1500 °C, measured the integral enthalpy of mixing in liquid solutions by high-

temperature isothermal calorimetry. These data are well reproduced by the present 

optimization as seen in Fig. 5.10. 

The shape of the partial enthalpy curves in Fig. 5.9, which are very negative with points 

of inflection and a point of intersection near the equimolar composition, are strongly 

indicative of a high degree of SRO about this composition. An entropy of mixing with a 

strong minimum near the equimolar composition as in Fig. 5.11 is thus expected. These 

shapes of the enthalpy and entropy of mixing curves are well reproduced by the MQM. 
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5.4 Ternary Systems 

5.4.1 The Mg-Si-Zn system 

The phase diagrams of the Mg-Zn and Mg-Si systems from previous optimizations [9, 

11] are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 respectively. Spencer [9] obtained the optimized 

phase diagram in Fig. 5.12 using the MQM for the liquid solution, and taking model 

parameters for the solid phases from the optimization of Liang et al. [57]. His optimized 

model parameters for the liquid phase are reported in Table 5.1. These previous 

optimizations were combined with the present optimization of the Si-Zn system in order 

to predict the thermodynamic properties and phase diagram of the Mg-Si-Zn system. 

Mutual solubilites between binary compounds were assumed to be negligible, there being 

no experimental data available. All the intermetallic compounds have different crystal 

structures (Table 5.2) and different stoichiometries. These factors mitigate against there 

being appreciable mutual solubility of the compounds. In the absence of any evidence for 

ternary compounds, none were assumed. 

The thermodynamic properties of the ternary liquid phase were calculated by the MQM 

from the binary model parameters. The "symmetric approximation" [13, 58] was used. 

No additional ternary parameters were included. The resultant calculated polythermal 

projection of the liquidus surface is shown in Fig. 5.14. 
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Bollenrath [59], using cooling curves, reported a partial section along the Mg2Si-MgZn2 

join. These data are compared with the calculated section in Fig. 5.15. When the 

"asymmetric approximation" [13, 58] was used with Si and Mg as "asymmetric 

component", the calculated liquidus deviated by over 50° from the measurements [59]. 

Hence the "symmetric approximation" was preferred. 

5.4.2 The Mg-Mn-Si system 

The phase diagrams of the Mg-Mn and Mg-Si systems from previous optimizations [11, 

13] are shown in Figs. 5.16 and 5.13 respectively. These optimizations were combined 

with the present optimization of the Mn-Si system in order to predict the thermodynamic 

properties and phase diagram of the Mg-Mn-Si system. The resultant calculated 

polythermal projection of the liquidus surface is shown in Fig. 5.17. No measurements of 

the liquidus have been reported. 

As in the Mg-Si-Zn system, and for the same reasons, no mutual solubilities between 

binary compounds were assumed. In the absence of any evidence for ternary compounds, 

none were assumed. 

The thermodynamic properties of the ternary liquid phase were calculated by the MQM 

from the binary model parameters. No additional ternary parameters were included. The 

"asymmetric approximation" [13, 58] with Si as "asymmetric component" was used since 
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the Mg-Mn liquid phase exhibit positive deviations from ideal solution behavior whereas 

the Mg-Si and Mn-Si liquid phases exhibit considerable negative deviations. 

The Mg-Mn binary system exhibits a large liquid miscibility gap (Fig. 5.16). With the 

addition of Si, this miscibility gap extends into the ternary system. As shown by the 

present authors [5], the use of the MQM generally results in better predictions of ternary 

miscibility gaps then when a BW random-mixing model is used. It should be noted that 

the consolute temperature of the binary miscibility gap calculated in our previous 

optimization of the Mg-Mn system [10], in which the liquid phase was modeled by the 

MQM, is approximately 2000° lower than the calculated consulate temperatures in earlier 

optimizations [60, 61] in which the BW random-mixing model was used. This results in 

a much smaller extension of the calculated miscibility gap into the ternary system in the 

present optimization. 

In Fig. 5.17 the liquidus surface approximately along the Mg-MnSi join is very flat. This 

is a result of the high degree of SRO in the Mn-Si binary liquid phase which results in a 

tendency for Mn and Si atoms to cluster and exclude Mg. As shown by the present 

authors [5] such liquidus surfaces are generally predicted better by the MQM than by BW 

or "associate" models. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

Gibbs energy functions for all the phases in the binary Si-Zn and Mn-Si systems have 

been obtained. All available thermodynamic and phase equilibrium data have been 

critically evaluated in order to obtain one set of optimized model parameters of the Gibbs 

energies of all phases which can reproduce the experimental data within experimental 

error limits. Evaluations and tentative phase diagrams for the ternary systems Mg-Si-Zn 

and Mg-Mn-Si have been given. 

The use of the Modified Quasichemical Model for the liquid phase has permitted short-

range ordering to be taken into account. Use of this model results in a better fitting of the 

data for the liquid phase than is the case when a Bragg-Williams random-mixing model is 

used. This results in a better representation of the partial properties of the solutes in dilute 

solution in magnesium, the activities of solutes in dilute solution being of much practical 

importance. As shown by the present authors [5], the use of the MQM generally also 

results in better estimations of the properties of ternary and higher-order liquid alloys 

from binary model parameters. These estimations of phase equilibria will aid in the 

design of novel magnesium alloys. 
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Table 5.1. Optimized parameters of the Si-Zn and Mn-Si systems from the present work, 

and of the liquid phase in the Mg-Zn system from Spencer [9]. 

Liquid: 
Co-ordination numbers: 
Si-Zn: 

Mn-Si: 

Mg-Zn : 

rySl ryZtl ry St ry Zfl £ 

SiSi ZnZn SiZn ZnSi 

ryS'l ryMtX ry Si ry M» f 

SiSi MnMn SiMn MnSi 

yMg _ rjZn __ yMg yZn s 

MgMg ZnZn MgZn ZnMg 

Optimized values for AgAB (Eq 1), in Joules: 
Ag si-zn : 2299+1946 Xz„zn 
Ag Mn-Si: (-33054 + 6.694 T) + (-20920) XM„Mn+ (1-674 T) X sisi + 

(11715-4.184 T)XM„Mn2 

Ag Mg-zn : (-6778 + 3.128 T) + (-1996 + 2.008 T) XMgMg + (-2975 + 1.674) 
XznZn 

Solid solutions : 
Excess Gibbs energy (Joules/mol of atoms): 
CUB: XSiXMn [(-157737 + 26.778 T) + (-41003 

XSi(5.021T) 
CBCC: XsiXM„ [(-151042 + 26.778 T) + (-32217 
BCC: XSiXM„ [-83680 + 26778 (Xsi -XMn)] 
FCC: XSiXMn [-101253 +17991 (XSi-XMn)] 

+ 21.338 T)(Xs i-XMn)] + 

- 8.368 T)(XSi-XM„)] 

Stoichiometric 
Compounds 

Mn6Si 

Mn9Si2 

Mn3Si 

Mn5Si3 

MnSi 

MnnSii9 

compounds : 
AH 298 

J /(mol of 
atoms) 
-18094 

-23091 

-27900 

-35250 

-38000 

-32333 

co ** 
5> 298 J/[(mol of 
atoms)-K] 
29.471 

27.745 

27.000 

25.562 

20.800 

17.267 

AS 298 
J/[(mol of 
atoms)K] 
-0.834 

-2.038 

-1.868 

-1.630 

-4.716 

-6.460 

Cp 
J/[(mol of atoms)-K] 

0.857 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.143 Cp (Si, Dia.) 
0.818 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.181 Cp (Si, Dia.) 
0.375 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.125 Cp (Si, Dia) 
0.625 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.375 Cp (Si, Dia.) 
0.500 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.500 Cp (Si, Dia.) 
0.366 Cp (Mn, CBCC) 
0.633 Cp (Si, Dia.) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Enthalpy and entropy of formation from the elements at 298.15 K 
Absolute Third-Law entropy at 298.15 K 
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Table 5.2. Crystallographic data [14] of all phases in the Si-Zn, Mn-Si, Mg-Si-Zn and 

Mg-Mn-Si systems considered in the present optimization. 

Phase 

Liquid 
FCC 

BCC 
CUB 

CBCC 

HCP 

Si (Dia.) 

Mg51Zn20 

Mgi2Zni3 
Mg2Zn3 

MgZn2 

Mg2Znn 

Mg2Si 

Mn6Si 
Mn9Si2 

Mn3Si 

Mn3Si 

Mn5Si3 

MnSi 
MnnSii9 

Struktu 
r-

bericht 
-

Al 

A2 
A13 
AJ2 

A3 

A4 

-

-
-

C14 
D8C 

CI 

-
-

D03 

-

D88 

B20 
-

Prototyp 
e 

-
Cu 

W 
Mn 
Mn 

Mg 

C (Dia.) 
Mg5iZn2 

0 

-
MgZn2 

Mg2Znn 

CaF2 

-
Si2U3 

BiF3 

-

Mn5Si3 

FeSi 
-

Pearson 
symbol 

-
cF4 

cI2 
cP20 
c/58 

hP2 

cF& 

oil 58 

-
mCllO 
hP\2 
cP39 

cF\2 

hR53 
tPlQ 

cF!6 

-

hP\6 
cPS 

tP\20 

Space 
group 

-

Fm3m 

Im3m 
PAX32 

14 3m 

P6^/mmc 

Fd3m 

Immm 

-
B2/m 

P6s/mmc 

Pm3 

Fm3m 

R3 
P4/mbm 

Fm3m 

-

P6^/mcm 
P2{3 

P4n2 

Comments 

Mn is stable phase 

Mn is stable phase 
Mn is stable phase 
Mn is stable phase 
Mg and Zn are stable 
phases 

High temperature form 

Low temperature form 
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Fig. 5.1. Optimized phase diagram of the Si-Zn system. 
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Fig. 5.2. Optimized phase diagram of the Mn-Si system. 
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Fig. 5.4. Optimized phase diagram of the Mn-Si system for the region Xsi = 0.4 to 1. 
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Fig. 5.7. Optimized excess Gibbs energy of Mn in liquid Mn-Si alloys at 1400 C. 
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Fig. 5.11. Optimized entropy of mixing at 1500 C in liquid Mn-Si alloys. 
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Fig. 5.12. Previously optimized phase diagram of the Mg-Zn system [9]. 
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Fig. 5.17. Predicted liquidus projection of the Mg-Mn-Si system. Calculated 

temperatures of invariants points are shown ( C). 
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Thermodynamic assessment of the Al-Mn and Mg-Al-Mn systems 

The binary Al-Mn system has been critically evaluated based upon available phase 

equilibrium and thermodynamic data, and optimized model parameters have been 

obtained giving the Gibbs energies of all phases as functions of temperature and 

composition. The liquid solution has been modeled with the Modified Quasichemical 

Model (MQM) to account for short-range ordering. The results have been combined with 

those of our previous optimizations of the Al-Mg, and Mg-Mn systems to evaluate and 

optimize the Mg-Al-Mn system. All available data for the ternary system are reproduced 

with only one small ternary model parameter for the liquid phase. 

Keywords: Magnesium, Aluminum, Manganese, Thermodynamics, Phase diagrams. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Although magnesium-based materials have a long history of important commercial 

applications, including automotive, there remains much to be learned about the basic 

properties of the metal and its alloys. With the recent renewed interest in lightweight 

wrought materials, including both sheet and tube applications, there has been an 

increased focus on developing a better understanding of novel magnesium alloys, 

including those that incorporate additions of Mn and Al. These alloy systems, along with 

other potential candidates, are being actively pursued as possible routes to develop 

magnesium materials with improved ductility, or even practical room temperature 

formability. 

The properties of cast or wrought material depend first and foremost upon the phases and 

microstructural constituents (eutectics, precipitates, solid solutions, etc.) which are 

present. In an alloy with several alloying elements, the phase relationships are very 

complex. In order to investigate and understand these complex phase relationships 

effectively, it is very useful to develop thermodynamic databases containing model 

parameters giving the thermodynamic properties of all phases as functions of temperature 

and composition. Using Gibbs free energy minimization software such as FactSage[ ' , 

the automotive and aeronautical industries and their suppliers will be able to access the 

databases to calculate the amounts and compositions of all phases at equilibrium at any 

temperature and composition in multicomponent alloys, to follow the course of 

equilibrium or non-equilibrium cooling, to calculate corresponding heat effects, etc. 
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Such thermodynamic databases are prepared by critical evaluation, modeling, and 

optimization. In a thermodynamic "optimization," adjustable model parameters are 

calculated using, simultaneously, all available thermodynamic and phase-equilibrium 

data in order to obtain one set of model equations as functions of temperature and 

composition. Thermodynamic data, such as activities, can aid in the evaluation of the 

phase diagrams, and information on phase equilibria can be used to deduce 

thermodynamic properties. Thus, it is frequently possible to resolve discrepancies in the 

available data. From the model equations, all of the thermodynamic properties and phase 

diagrams can be back-calculated, and interpolations and extrapolations can be made in a 

thermodynamically correct manner. The data are thereby rendered self-consistent and 

consistent with thermodynamic principles, and the available data are distilled into a small 

set of model parameters, ideal for computer storage. 

As part of a broader research project to develop a thermodynamic database for Mg-alloys 

containing up to 25 potential alloying elements, the present study reports on evaluations 

and optimizations of the Al-Mn and Mg-Al-Mn systems. Previous optimizations[3"5] were 

based upon a Bragg-Williams (BW) random-mixing model for the liquid phase. 

However, the liquid phase in the Al-Mn binary system is expected to exhibit short-range 

ordering (SRO) as evidenced by the relatively large negative enthalpy of mixing[6]. As 

has been shown by the present authors[7], the use of the BW model in liquids with a high 

degree of SRO generally results in unstatisfactory results and in poor predictions of 
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ternary properties from binary model parameters. Hence the Al-Mn system was 

reoptimized with the Modified Quasichemcial Model (MQM) for the liquid phase; the 

present optimization reproduces all available data in the ternary Mg-Al-Mn system with 

only one very small ternary model parameter for the liquid solution. Care was taken to 

ensure that all optimized properties, such as for example the entropies of formation of 

intermetallic compounds, have physically reasonable values. 

6.2 Modified Quashichemical Model (MQM) 

The Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) in the pair approximation^ was used to 

model the liquid Al-Mn alloys. The liquid phases in the Mg-Al and Mg-Mn sub-systems 

of the Mg-Al-Mn system were also modeled previously with the MQM[9' 10l This model, 

which takes short-range-ordering (SRO) into account, has been used extensively for 

molten saltstlM3], slags[14] and sulfides[1517]. All details of the model and notation have 

been described previously[8] and only a brief summary is given here. 

In the MQM in the pair approximation, the following pair exchange reaction between 

atoms A and B on neighboring lattice sites is considered: 

(A-A) + {B-B) = 2{A-B); AgAB (Eq 1) 

where (i — j) represents a first-nearest-neighbor pair. The non-configurational Gibbs 

energy change for the formation of two moles of (A - B) pairs is AgAB. 
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Let nA and nB be the number of moles of A and B, n^ be the number of moles of (i - j) 

pairs, and ZA and ZB be the coordination numbers of A and B. The pair fractions, mole 

fractions, and "coordination-equivalent" fractions are defined respectively as: 

Xij = nij /(nAA + "BB + "AB ) ( E Q 2 ) 

XA=nA/(nA+nB) = l-XB (Eq 3) 

YA=ZAnA/(ZAnA+ZBnB)=ZAXA/(ZAXA+ZBXB)=l-YB (Eq4) 

The following equations may be written: 

ZAXA = 2nAA + nAB (Eq 5) 

ZBXB = 2nBB + nAB (Eq 6) 

The Gibbs energy of the solution is given by: 

G = [nAg°A + nBgB ) - TASconfls + (nAB/l)AgAB (Eq 7) 

where gA and g°B are the molar Gibbs energies of the pure components, and AScon lg is 

the configurational entropy of mixing given by randomly distributing the [A-A), 

(B - B) and {A-B) pairs in the one-dimensional Ising approximation . 

R nAA \n{xAA lY\ )+ nBB \n{xBB / F J )+ nAB \n{XAB /2YA YB )] 
(Eq8) 

AgAB is expanded in terms of the pair fractions: 

*SAB = *8°AB + X SABXAA + S SABXJBB (Eq 9) 
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where Ag°AB, g'AB and gAB are the parameters of the model which can be functions of 

temperature. 

The equilibrium pair distribution is calculated by setting 

(dG/dnAB)n^B=0 (EqlO) 

This gives the "equilibrium constant" for the "quasichemical reaction" of (Eq 1): 

X 2 
AB f \~ \ 

XAA^BB 

4exp -^d£_ (Eql l ) 
RT J 

As AgAB becomes progressively more negative, the reaction (Eq 1) is shifted 

progressively to the right, and the calculated enthalpy and configurational entropy of 

mixing assume, respectively, the negative "V" and "m" shapes characteristic of SRO. 

The composition of maximum SRO is determined by the ratio of the coordination 

numbers ZB/ZA, as given by the following equations[8]: 

1 1 2n I n 
y = ^rL t ^iri-^f—) (Eq 12) 
ZA ZAA 2nAA+nAB ZAB 2nAA+HAB 

1 1 In \ n 
-T = TT(0 Z ) + ^ ( 9 + ) (Eq 13) 

^B ^BB ^nBB + nAB ^ BA ZnBB + n AB 

where ZAA and ZA
AB are the values of ZA respectively when all the nearest neighbors of an 

A are A's, and when all nearest neighbors of an A are B's, and where ZBB and ZBA are 

defined similarly. (Note that ZAB and ZBA represent the same quantity and can be used 

interchangeably.) In order to set the composition of maximum SRO at XMH = 0.5 in the 
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binary systems we set the Zl/Zl =1 so that the composition of maximum SRO occurs at 

the equimolar composition. Although the model is sensitive to the ratio of the 

coordination numbers, it is less sensitive to their absolute values. The use of the one-

dimensional Ising model in Eq 8 introduces a mathematical approximation into the model 

which we have found, by experience, can be partially compensated by selecting values of 

ZB and ZA which are smaller than the actual values. The value of the coordination 

numbers selected in the present study are listed in Table 6.1. The liquid phase in the Al-

Mg and the Mg-Mn systems show maximum SRO near the equimolar composition[9'10]; 

hence ZA
AB = Z\A in all cases. 

From the MQM model parameters for the binary liquid phases, the thermodynamic 

properties of a ternary liquid phase may be estimated as discussed previously[18]. If 

ternary experimental data are available, additional ternary model parameters may be 

added if required. 

6.3 The Al-Mn system 

All calculations and optimizations in the present study were performed with the FactSage 

thermochemical software^1'21. 

The optimized model parameters for the binary phases are reported in Table 6.1. Gibbs 

energies of all stable and metastable phases of the elements were taken from Dinsdale[19]. 
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Crystallographic data ' °"2 ' for the phases are listed in Table 6.2. The optimized phase 

diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

McAlister and Murray[23] presented an extensive literature review of the system up to 

1987. Jansson[3] performed the first thermodynamic optimization of the system, treating 

the liquid phase with a BW random-mixing model. Liu et alY^ re-optimized the system in 

the light of their new data^2^ for the HCP phase. Du et al. * optimized the Al-Mn system 

as a first step in their assessment of the Mg-Al-Mn system. 

The solid solution phases CBCC, CUB, FCC, BCC, y (BCC) and 8 (HCP) (Fig. 6.1) were 

modeled by a single-sublattice substitutional model. There are numerous data[25"34] for the 

solubility of Mn in FCC-A1 obtained by various techniques (electrical resistivity (ER), 

optical microscopy (OM), lattice parameter (LP), hardness measurements (HD), electron 

probe microanalysis (EPMA)). Fig. 6.2 compares the present optimization with these 

data. 

The optimized phase diagram for XMn ^0.2 is compared with experimental data in Fig. 

6.3. Schaefer et alP5\ by XRD and metallography, identified Ali2Mn as a stable phase. 

They reported the pertectoid decomposition of Al^Mn into Al and A^Mn between 504 

and 521 °C. The present calculated temperature for this reaction is 511 °C. 
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Dix et alP4^ and Phillips1 6] studied the system by metallography and thermal analysis. 

They reported the intermetallic compounds Al6Mn and Al4Mn (u-Al4Mn in Fig. 6.1). 

Godecke and Koster ' studied the system by the same techniques. They confirmed the 

presence of AlnMru which was also noted by Philips[36l They reported high- and low-

temperature allotropes of AluMr^, the high-temperature form with a single-phase 

composition range of approximately 4 at. %. As the exact nature of the phase boundaries 

of the high-temperature form are unknown, this compound is treated as two 

stoichiometric phases AluMn* in the present calculations with a transition temperature of 

916°C[37]. TheGibbs energy of the transformation was assumed to be zero. 

Taylor[38] by XRD and thermal analysis, and Murray et a/.[39] by thermal analysis, 

reported the existence of a second phase close to u-Al4Mn. Du et a/.[5] by XRD and DTA 

confirmed the presence of two distinct phases: ja-Al4Mn at XMn= 0.2 and X-Al4Mn at 

XMn~ 0.186. They modeled the phase ^-Al4Mn as stoichiometric Al46iMni07 based on the 

crystallographic data of Kreiner and Franzen[21] 

Koch et a/.[40] studied the system by thermal analysis in the range 25-100 at. % Mn. 

Koster and Wachtel[41] studied the system in the range 30-100 at. % Mn by thermal and 

magnetic analysis, microhardness, and XRD. Later, Godecke and Koster[37], by 

metallography and thermal analysis, reported three phases in the region from 30 to 50 at. 

% Mn: y, yl, and y2 (In Fig. 6.1, y is denoted y (BCC), while yl and y2 are the AlgMns 

phase). Ellner[20], using high temperature XRD, showed that the y phase has a BCC 



structure. As very little information is available about the yl and y2 phases, they were 

modeled as a single phase "Al8Mn5" (Fig. 6.1), as was also done in previous 

optimizations^'5]. Following the suggestion, based on crystallographic data[20], of Du et 

alP\ the AlgMns phase was modeled by the compound energy formalism^42'43-1 as 

Ali2Mn5(Al,Mn)9 (the first sublattice containing only Al, the second only Mn and the 

third a random mixture of Al and Mn). 

The optimized phase diagram for the region from 0.2 <XMn< 0.5 is compared with 

experimental data in Fig. 6.4. In the absence of any further experimental evidence, the 

order-disorder transformation in the y (BCC) phase suggested by Liu et al}4^ based upon 

preliminary DSC results'-44-' was ignored. For modeling purpose, y (BCC) was formally 

treated as the same phase as the terminal BCC solid solution of Al and Mn, but for clarity 

of representation, this region has been denoted as y (BCC) in the figures. 

The optimized phase diagram in the region from 0.5 <XMH^ 0.1 is compared with the 

experimental data in Fig. 6.5. The phase equilibria for the £ (HCP) phase were first 

studied by XRD and specific heat measurements by Kono[45]. Koster and Wachtel[41] 

studied the boundaries of the phase by magnetic analysis, micro-hardness, XRD and 

thermal analysis, and denoted the phase as £. Muller et al}46] established phase equilibria 

for this phase by DTA. Liu et a/.[24] investigated the phase mainly by a diffusion couple 

technique, and also by metallography, XRD, DSC and TEM. They reported a wider 

single-phase region than Koster and Wachtel'415, attributing the difference to the 



transformation of E (HCP) at compositions richer in Mn than 58 at. % into the CUB phase 

during the quenching experiments. 

Meschel and Kleppa[47], by direct synthesis calorimetry, reported the enthalpy of 

formation at 25 °C for alloys at 60 and 80 at. % Mn. Kubaschewski and Heymer[48], by 

high temperature reaction calorimetery, reported enthalpies of formation for four 

compositions: AleMn, AL^Mn, AI11M114 and AlMn. The optimized standard enthalpy of 

formation of the intermediate compounds is compared with the experimental data and the 

previous optimizations in Fig. 6.6. 

Partial enthalpies of mixing in the liquid phase at 1353 °C were measured by high-

temperature vacuum isothermal calorimetry by Esin et al. ' who reported only smoothed 

data. The present optimized enthalpy of mixing is compared with these data and with 

previous optimizations in Fig. 6.7. 

Batalin et a/.[49] performed EMF measurements in the liquid phase at 1297 °C, reporting 

activities of Mn, while Kematick and Myers[50] measured Al and Mn activities at 902 °C 

by Knudsen cell /mass spectrometry in the range 42-62 at. % Mn. These data are 

inconsistent with the other data for the system and were ignored. Chastel and co-

workers[51] determined activities of Mn and Al in the melt in the range from 0 to 50 at. % 

Mn at 1247 °C by Rnudsen cell/mass spectrometry. The optimized activities are 

compared with the experimental data and previous optimizations in Fig. 6.8. 



The optimized entropy of mixing in the liquid phase at 1400 C is compared with the 

previous optimizations in Fig. 6.9. The optimized standard entropies of formation of the 

solid alloys from the elements at 25 °C are compared with previous optimizations in Fig. 

6.10 (see also Table 6.1). Generally, such entropies of formation are expected to be small, 

as in the case in the present study. 

6.4 The Mg-Al-Mn System 

The previously optimized phase diagrams of the Al-Mg'9] and Mg-Mn[10] systems are 

shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 respectively. The parameters optimized by Chartrand[9] for 

the phases in the Al-Mg system pertinent to the present work are given in Table 6.3. 

Crystallographic data of all the solid phases appearing in the Mg-Al-Mn system are in 

Table 6.2. It may be noted that the calculated consolute temperature of the misciblity gap 

in the Mg-Mn system, Fig. 6.9, is about 1500-2000 °C lower than in the previous 

optimizations'52'531 of this binary system. 

Our previous optimizations'9'10] of the Al-Mg and Mg-Mn systems were combined with 

the present optimization of the Al-Mn system in order to calculate the polythermal 

projection of the liquidus of the Mg-Al-Mn system shown in Fig. 6.13. The 

thermodynamic properties of the ternary liquid phase were calculated by the MQM from 

the binary model parameters. The "asymmetric approximation"'18' 54J with Al as 

"asymmetric component" was used, since the Mg-Mn liquid exhibits positive deviations 



from ideality, whereas the Al-Mg and Al-Mn liquids exhibit negative deviations. A small 

ternary interaction parameter (Table 6.1) was included for the liquid phase. 

The HCP phase in the Al-Mg and Mg-Mn systems19'10] and the FCC phase in the Al-Mg 

system were modeled with single-sublattice substitutional models. For modeling 

purposes, the Mg-rich HCP phase in the Al-Mg and Mg-Mn systems and the £ (HCP) 

phase in the Al-Mn system were formally treated as the same phase. The thermodynamic 

properties of the ternary HCP and FCC phases were estimated from the binary model 

parameters. The "symmetric" (Kohler) approximation[54] was used with no ternary 

interaction parameters. The predicted stability of the E (HCP) phase at 1200 °C is shown 

in Fig. 6.14. 

y-AlMg has the same structure as the CBCC-Mn phase (Table 6.2). A small solubility of 

Mn in this compound or combined solubility of Al and Mg in CBCC-Mn might therefore 

be expected. No data for these solubilities could be found. Pending further experimental 

work, the binary phase y-AlMg and CBCC-Mn were treated as separate phases. Possible 

mutual solubilities between any other intermetallic phases were assumed to be negligible 

in the absence of any experimental evidence and since they all have different structures 

and stoichiometries. 



6.4.1 Mg-Rich Alloys 

The solubilities of Mn in liquid Mg reported by Hanawalt et alP5^ are significantly lower 

than later findings[56'57] and have been rejected. Beerwald[56] and Nelson[57] used a settling 

technique to determine solubilities. Oberlander et alP*\ and later Simensen et a/.[59] from 

the same laboratory, identified the composition of precipitated solids around 700-750 °C 

by a centrifuging technique supplemented with XRD and metallography. They concluded 

that at 700-750 C, CUB and AlgMns are the equilibrium phases at compositions 0 < wt. 

% Mn < 3 and 0 <wt. % Al < 15. The present calculations agree well with these data. In 

another work, Simensen et a/.[60] reported solubilities at 750, 710 and 670 °C by the same 

technique. Thorvaldsen and Aliravcr ] measured the solubility of Mn in the liquid phase 

by settling and decantation followed by emission spectrometry and ICP. 

The data of Nelson[57], Beerwald[56], Simensen et a/.[60] and Thorvaldsen and Aliravcr61] 

are compared with the present calculations in Fig. 6.15. All data except those of 

Simensen et a/.[60] are reasonably well reproduced below 780 °C. The solubilities reported 

by Simensen et a/.[60] are lower than the present calculations and the disagreement 

increases with increasing temperature. This same trend was noted by Ohno and Schmid-

Fetzer[62] in their assessment. Thorvaldsen and Aliravcr 1] reported that the results of 

Simensen et a/.[60^ may have been influenced by iron contamination. A calculated isopleth 

at 5.05 wt. % Al is compared with the data of Thorvaldsen and Aliravci[61J in Fig. 6.16. 



Mirgalovskaya et al} J, by microstructural and microhardness tests, studied liquid-solid 

and solid-solid phase equilibria in Mg-rich alloys. Their data are compared with the 

present calculations in Fig. 6.17. Their results at 850 °C are inconsistent with the 

measurements of other authors as can be seen by comparing Figs. 6.17b and 6.15c. Other 

measurements of Mirgalovskaya et al. and Ageev et al.[64] in Mg-rich alloys at 

temperatures below 400 °C were rejected because they report large solublities of Mn and 

Al in Mg which are inconsistent with the other data. 

The solidus measurements of Nelson[57] are compared with the calculations in Fig. 6.18. 

The disagreement is due to the fact that these measurements are inconsistent with other 

data in the binary Al-Mg system (wt. % Mn = 0 in Fig. 6.18) which were used in the 

optimization of this binary system. 

In the present work, for all practical purposes the solubility data up to 760 °C can be 

reproduced without any ternary interaction parameters. The small ternary term shown in 

Table 6.1 is only required to refine the optimization at the higher temperatures. 

6.4.2 Al-Rich Alloys 

Leemann and Hanemann[65] studied Al-rich alloys by metallography and thermal 

analysis. Wakeman and Raynor[66] doubted the attainment of equilibrium in Leemann and 

Hanemann's work[65] and carried out microstructural observations of alloys annealed at 

400 °C. These authors[66] reported a ternary compound by XRD and tentatively reported 



its composition to be MnMg2Ali0. Later, Fun et al> J determined the crystal structure of 

this phase by XRD and reported its composition to be Mn2Mg3Ali8. This phase is denoted 

as T in the present work. Du et alS5^ reported the enthalpy of formation of T as -10.2 

kJ/(mol of atoms) by first principles calculations and as -8.7 kJ/(mol of atoms) by a 

CALPHAD-type assessment. The present optimization gives the enthalpy of formation as 

-9.9 kJ/(mol of atoms). 

Barlock and Mondolfo[68] reported a eutectic invariant reaction L = (Al) + 0-AlMg + T at 

447 °C. The present computed temperature for this reaction is 451 °C. According to the 

present calculations, the T phase should melt peritectically near 471 °C. The primary 

crystallization field for this ternary phase is extremely small and is very close to the Mg-

Al binary edge of the composition triangle. It is not visible on the scale of Fig. 6.13. 

Ohnishi et al.m studied Al-rich alloys at 400 °C and 450 °C by metallography and XRD. 

Isothermal sections at 400 °C and 450 °C are compared with the experimental data in 

Figs. 6.19 and 6.20. Ohnishi et a/.[69] also reported two-phase (FCC + AleMn) regions 

(not shown here) at very low Mg and Mn contents at 400 °C and 450 °C which are 

inconsistent with the optimized Al-Mn binary phase diagram. In a different work, 

Ohnishi et a/.[70] studied six Al-rich alloys, showing the two-phase FCC+Al6Mn region to 

be stable for 1< wt. % Mn< 2 and 0<wt. % Mg <4, in agreement with the present 

calculations. 



Butchers et al> , from cooling curves, reported smoothed liquidus curves between 630 

and 650 °C. The data at 650 °C are compared with the present calculations in Fig. 6.20. 

Little et al.[12] by microstructure observations, and Fahrenhorst and Hoffman[25] by 

electrical resistance measurements, reported solubilities of Mn and Mg at 500 °C in the 

FCC-A1 phase. These data are compared with the present calculations in Fig. 6.21. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Gibbs energy functions for all phases in the Al-Mn system have been obtained. All 

available thermodynamic and phase equilibrium data have been critically evaluated in 

order to obtain one set of optimized model parameters of the Gibbs energies of all phases 

which can reproduce the experimental data within experimental error limits. Tentative 

calculated phase diagrams of the Mg-Al-Mn system have been given. For all practical 

purposes, the available data below 760 °C in the Mg-Al-Mn system can be reproduced 

solely from the optimized binary model parameters. A small ternary parameter has been 

included for the liquid phase to refine the optimization at higher temperatures. 

The use of the Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) for the liquid phase has permitted 

short-range ordering to be taken into account. Use of this model results in a better fitting 

of the data for the liquid phase than is the case when a Bragg-Williams random-mixing 

model is used, as well as a better representations of the partial properties of solutes in 

dilute solution in magnesium, the activities of solutes in dilute solution being of much 



practical importance. As shown by the present authors^ \ the use of the MQM generally 

also results in better estimations of the properties of ternary and higher-order liquid 

alloys. These estimations of phase equilibria in magnesium alloys will aid in the design 

of novel magnesium alloys. 
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Table 6.1. Model parameters of the Al-Mn and Mg-Al-Mn systems optimized in the present 
study. 

Liquid: 

Co-ordination numbers: ZA' = Zff" = ZA' = ZM", = 6 
AlAl MnMn A IMn MnA I 

AgAi-Mn: (-16945 + 3.012 T) + (-5857 + 0.418 T) XA,.Ai+ (-1674 + 2.761 T) XM„-Mn Joules 
y 

Ternary interaction term for ASAI-M^ 0.837 T (-57—-4?—) Joules 
AMg+AMn 

Solid solutions : 
Excess Gibbs energy terms, G /XMnXA| (Joules/mol of atoms) 
CUB (-121838 + 46.861 T) + (-5021+ 10.627 T) (XMn-XA1) 
CBCC (-79536 + 27.614 T) + (-10042) (XMn-XA1) 
BCC (-108700 + 32.510 T) + (44769 - 19.246 T) (XMn-XAI) 
FCC (-84517 + 29.999 T) + (-19665 + 12.552 T) (XM„-XA1) 
HCP (-87027 +17.154 T) + (-5774 + 8.786 T) (XMn-XA1) + (83931- 47.279 T) 

(XMn-XA1) 
"Al8Mn5" {Al12Mn5(Al,Mn)9} (Joules/mol of atoms) 

^ °GCBCC + (-13634+ 1.579 T) 
14 OpMn 

0 a (a) 
vJAl:Mn:Al 

Oft (a) 

21 °nA1 

26 FCC 

XL VrAI 

26 FCC c + 
Excess Gibbs energy, 
GB/yAiyMn 

26 ^ CBCC + (-23566+ 2.502 T) 

(-31621+ 14.792 T) + (-7870 + 10.024 T) (yMn-yAi)(b) 

Stoichiometric compounds : 
Compounds 

^•Al12Mn 

|Al6Mn 

•jgg l - A l 4 M n 

(modeled as 
Al461Mn107) 
j u-Al4Mn 

^AlnMi^ 

^Mn2Mg3Al ]8(T) 

A H 0 W AM 298 

J/(mol of 
atoms) 

-8818 

-15714 

-20450 

-20880 

-23913 

-9887 

5 298 

J/[(mol of 
atoms)-K] 

26.208 

25.243 

24.325 

24.860 

25.400 

28.391 

A<?° <c) A S 298 

J/[(mol 
of 
atoms)-K] 
-2.394 

-3.617 

-4.714 

-4.224 

-3.946 

-0.820 

Cp 
J/[(mol of atoms)-K] 

0.923 CP(A1, FCC)+ 0.077 
Cp(Mn, CBCC) 
0.857 CP(A1, FCC)+ 0.143 
Cp(Mn,CBCC) 
0.812 CP(A1, FCC)+ 0.188 
Cp(Mn, CBCC) 

0.800 Cp (Al, FCC) + 0.200 Cp 

(Mn, CBCC) 
0.733 CP(A1, FCC) + 0.267 Cp 

(Mn, CBCC) 
0.783 Cp (Al, FCC) + 0.111 Cp 

(Mn, CBCC) + 0.106 Cp(Mg, 
HCP) 

^^ Gibbs energy of end-members [42,43] 
(b) yAi and yMn are the site fractions of Al and Mn in the sublattcie (Al,Mn)9 
(c) Enthalpy and entropy of formation from the elements at 298.15 K 
(d) Absolute Third-Law entropy at 298.15 K 
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Table 6.2. Crystallographic data of all phases in the Mg-Al-Mn system considered in the 

present optimization. 

Phase Prototype Pearson 
symbol 

Space 

§ r o uP 
Comments, Reference 

FCC Cu cFA Fm3m 

BCC 

CUB 

CBCC 

HCP 

Al^Mn 

Al6Mn 

X-Al4Mn 

u-Al4Mn 

AI11M114 

"Al8Mn5' 

Al30Mg23 

p-AlMg 
y-AlMg 

ln2Mg3Ali8 

W 

Mn 

Mn 

Mg 

AI12W 

Al6Mn 

Al4Mn 

AlnMri4 

Al8Cr5 

Mn44Si9 

Al3Mg2 

Mn (CBCC) 

Ali8Mg3Cr2 

cT2 

cP20 

c/58 

hP2 

cI26 

oC28 

hP5S6 

hP514 

aP\5 

hR26 

M l 59 

cF1168 

c/58 

cF184 

Im3m 

P4X32 

14 3m 

P^/mmc 

Im3 

Cmcm 

P63/m 

P^-i/mmc 

P\ 

R3m 

R3h 

Fd3m 

143m 

Fd3m 

Al, Mn are stable 
phases,[22] 
Mn is stable phase, [22] 

Mn is stable phase, [22] 

Mn is stable phase, [22] 
Mg and e (HCP) phases are 
stable phases, [22] 
[22] 

[22] 

[21] 

[21] 

Low temperature form, [22] 

[20] 

[22] 

[22] 

[22] 

[22] 
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Table 6.3. Optimized parameters from Chartrand [9] for phases in the Al-Mg system 

pertinent to the present work 

Phases (Model used) Optimized Parameters (Joules) 
Liquid (MQM) AgA,-M„ = (-2762 + 1.527 T) + (-418 + 0.628 T) XAI.A, 

Coordination numbers : Z j g ^ = Zful= ZA
A\Mg = 

ZMg = 6 

Solid solutions Excess Gibbs energy terms, G /XMgXAi (Joules/mol of 
atoms) 

FCC (Single-sublattice random 
mixing) 
HCP (Single-sublattice random 
mixing) 

(4971- 3.500 T) + (-900 - 0.423 T) (XMg-XA1) 

(1950 - 1.999 T) + (-1480 + 2.079 T) (XMg-XA1) + 
3500 (XMg-XA1)

2 
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Fig. 6.1. Optimized phase diagram of the Al-Mn system. 
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Fig. 6.3. Optimized phase diagram of the Al-Mn system for XMn < 0.2. 
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Fig. 6.7 Optimized partial enthalpies of mixing in liquid Al-Mn alloys at 1353 °C. 
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Fig. 6.8. Optimized activity of Al and Mn in liquid Al-Mn alloys at 1247 C. 
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Fig. 6.9. Optimized entropy of mixing in liquid Al-Mn alloys at 1400 C. 
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Fig. 6.10. Optimized standard entropies of formation at 25 C of solid Al-Mn alloys from 

the elements. 
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Chapter 7: General discussion 

Once the optimized parameters for various phases in a system are obtained they are 

stored in the computer databases. When these evaluated and optimized databases are used 

with the FactSage™ thermochemical software (FactSage, 2008), they permit the 

calculation of phase diagrams, phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties of Mg-

alloys. Some examples of such calculations are given here. 

Si may be an impurity in Mg-alloys containing Ce and Y 

Grobner and Schmid-Fetzer (Grobner and Schmid-Fetzer, 2001) listed a number of 

factors to be considered in the selection of compositions for the development of new Mg-

alloys. One of the very important factors they listed was that the primary phase 

precipitated during solidification should be the HCP (Mg-rich) phase. 

In the phase diagram shown in Fig. 7.1, it can be seen that HCP (Mg-rich) is not a 

primary phase at compositions wt. % Y = 2.0, wt. % Si =0.5 and wt. % Ce < 0.1, because 

YSi is precipitated first. Metals like Ce or Y are considered to have high potential as 

alloying materials with Mg as they improve its high temperature stability. The rare-earth 

silicides like YSi, having a much higher melting temperature than the HCP (Mg-rich) 

phase, are highly stable and during solidification of the liquid alloy they precipitate 

before the HCP (Mg-rich) phase. This violates the above condition listed by Grobner and 

Schmid-Fetzer. The primary precipitated silicides may adversely affect the microstructure 
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and mechanical properties of Mg-alloys. In this case, Si should be present to the lowest 

possible extent in such Mg-alloys. 

In Fig. 7.1, it can be seen that CeMgi2 is the next phase which is precipitated from HCP 

(Mg-rich) which can be useful in age-hardening mechanisms of these alloys. Hence, 

multi-component phase diagrams as shown in Fig. 7.1 calculated by the presently 

developed thermodynamic database can provide vital information. 
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Equilibrium cooling and non-equilibrium cooling of the Mg-alloys 

To show an example, an arbitrary composition of an alloy containing elements from the 

presently optimized system was chosen. The composition of the alloy was 95 wt. % Mg, 

2 wt. % Zn, 1 wt. % Ce, 1 wt. % Y, 0.5 wt. % Si and 0.5 wt. % Mn. Equilibrium cooling 

was simulated at this composition to calculate the various phases in equilibrium during 

cooling. Such calculations are of great importance in a casting process. The precipitated 

phases control the microstructure and hence many physical properties of the alloy. Thus it 

is very helpful to know the sequence of phases and the amount precipitated out during 

cooling of an alloy composition. The calculations shown here as examples were 

performed with the Equilib module of FactSage™. 

It should be noted that the calculations shown below are predictions based upon the 

presently evaluated and optimized systems. These results can only be validated by 

experimental results. But these predictions do give a basis for an "educated-guess" based 

on which the number of experiments required to validate these results can be significantly 

reduced. 

Fig. 7.2 shows the percentage distribution of alloys obtained during cooling of the above 

alloy from 800 °C. The liquid phase disappears at around 512 °C. The YSi phase was in 

equilibrium with the liquid phase at 800 °C, the temperature where the calculation was 

started. As can be seen, Mn3Si and CesSis phases were precipitated during the course of 

equilibrium cooling but were soon transformed into other stable phases. According to the 
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present calculations, the equilibrium phases obtained after the disappearance of the liquid 

phase are HCP, YSi, CeMg^, Mn5Si3 and CeSi. The equilibrium amount of these phases 

can be read from Fig. 7.2 (Due to the large difference in the amount of phase precipitated, 

the percentage phase distribution is shown on two different scales in Figs. 7.2a and 7.2b). 
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Fig. 7.2a 
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Figure 7.2 Phase distribution of the phases precipitated during equilibrium cooling of an 

alloy of composition 95 wt. % Mg, 2 wt. % Zn, 1 wt. % Ce, 1 wt. % Y, 0.5 wt. % Si and 

0.5 wt. % Mn. 

An equilibrium cooling requires slow cooling of a melt. The opposite of an equilibrium 

cooling is a Scheil-Gulliver cooling. Under this non-equilibrium condition, it is assumed 

that once a solid phase is precipitated, it does not react further. In other words, diffusion 

within solid phases is assumed to be zero. The non-equilibrum Scheil-Gulliver cooling, 

with cooling steps of 5 °C, was simulated on the same alloy composition. The results 

obtained in the form of percentage distributions of various phases are shown in Fig. 7.3. 



The liquid disappears in this case at around 342 C. It might be noted that in this case, 

binary Ce-Zn phases were obtained which were absent in the case of equilibrium phases. 

The Scheil-Gulliver cooling process can simulate the conditions of non-equilibrium 

solidification and thus can help by showing the probable non-equilibrium phase that may 

be obtained. After the solidification, heat treatment is done to attain the final phases and 

microstructure. The Scheil-Gulliver cooling simulation using optimized databases could 

be very helpful during solidification studies. 
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Figure 7.3 The phase distribution of the phases precipitated out during non-equilibrium 

Scheil-Gulliver cooling of an alloy of composition 95 wt. % Mg, 2 wt. % Zn, 1 wt. % Ce, 

1 wt. % Y, 0.5 wt. % Si and 0.5 wt. % Mn (Due to the large differences in the amounts of 

phases precipitated, the percentage phase distribution are shown on different scales in 

Figs. 7.3a and 7.3b). 



Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations 

As the aim of the present work was to prepare a critically evaluated database as part of a 

broader research project to develop a database for Mg-alloys with 25 potential elements, 

the Si-Zn, Ce-Si, Y-Si, Mn-Si and Al-Mn systems were critically evaluated and 

optimized. The Modified Quasichemcial Model (MQM) capable of taking into account 

short-range ordering in the solutions was used to model the liquid alloys. All the 

available thermodynamic and phase equilibria data have been critically evaluated in order 

to obtain one set of optimized model parameters representing the Gibbs energies of all the 

phases in these binary systems. The experimental data were reproduced within 

experimental error limits. All the thermodynamic properties obtained in the present work 

were compared with previous optimizations in the respective systems. 

The binary model parameters obtained in the present study were combined with those for 

the other binary sub-systems optimized previously (at the CRCT, Ecole Polytechnique) to 

evaluate the Mg-Si-Zn, Mg-Ce-Si, Mg-Y-Si, Mg-Mn-Si and Mg-Al-Mn ternary systems. 

The thermodynamic properties in the ternary systems were estimated from the optimized 

binary model parameters using proper "geometric" models. Predictions for these ternary 

systems were made, and ternary data were satisfactorily reproduced either from just 

binary model parameters or with the inclusion of a small ternary parameter. 



Inclusion of recent data for binary systems on phase equilibria and thermodynamic 

properties, and the use of MQM for the liquid phase have improved the results obtained 

in the present work compared to those of previous optimizations. Furthermore, the 

entropy of mixing in the liquid phase and entropies of formation of intermetallic phases 

obtained in the present work are physically reasonable. 

Previous optimizations of these systems were based on a Bragg-Williams random-mixing 

model for the liquid phase. In the dilute composition regions, the partial properties 

obtained by the previous optimizations often deviate from the experimental data, 

particularly in the case of partial enthalpies of mixing. Partial properties obtained in the 

present work are smoother and closer to the experimental data. The better optimization of 

partial properties in dilute liquid solutions will play a crucial role in the development of 

novel Mg-alloys. 

Estimations of the properties of a ternary phase from binary model parameters depend 

upon the optimized binary model parameters and the techniques used to estimate the 

ternary properties. The optimized parameters should be able to give a good first 

estimation of the ternary properties. In the present work, a very small ternary interaction 

parameter was used to reproduce the ternary data in the Mg-Al-Mn liquid, whereas the 

previous optimization of this system, based on a Bragg-Williams random-mixing model 

for the liquid phase, required a much larger ternary interaction parameter. For all 

practical purposes, the ternary data below 760 C in this ternary system can be 



reproduced without any ternary interaction parameter. Better estimation of the ternary 

properties in the present work can be attributed to the use of the "asymmetric 

approximation" with Al as "asymmetric-component", and the use of the MQM in the 

present work. 

A flat liquidus surface or even a miscibility gap is seen on the AxBy-C join in a ternary A-

B-C system when the A-B binary liquid phase exhibits considerable short-range ordering 

while the other two, B-C and A-C, are closer to ideality. Due to the short-range ordering, 

A and B atoms cluster, excluding C atoms, leading positive deviations on the AxBy-C 

join. In the present work, calculated miscibility gaps on the Mg-CeSi and Mg-YSi joins 

have been obtained in the Mg-Ce-Si and Mg-Y-Si systems. In these ternary systems, the 

liquids in the Ce-Si and Y-Si systems exhibit large negative deviations from ideality 

compared to the other two binary sub systems, and hence are expected to have 

considerable short-range ordering. In the Mg-Mn-Si system, where the liquid phase in the 

Mn-Si system exhibits comparatively less short-range ordering than the Y-Si and Ce-Si 

systems, flat liquidus surfaces have been calculated on the join from Mg towards the Mn-

Si system. If a Bragg-Williams model is used to model these ternary systems, it will 

overestimate the positive deviations and, in fact, can predict a miscibility gap when there 

is none. An "associate" model for short-range ordering will not at all predict these 

positive deviations, as the model assumes random mixing of AxBy associates and C atoms 

on the AxBy-C join. Thus, the MQM has better predicted the thermodynamic properties of 

ternary solutions from the binary model parameters. 
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The extension of a binary miscibility gap into the ternary system depends upon the model 

used. The MQM predicts a smaller extension of a binary miscibility gap into the ternary 

system than the Bragg-Williams or "associate" random-mixing model. However, in the 

MQM, this extension depends upon the coordination numbers used to model the liquid 

phase. The calculated extension of the binary Mg-Mn liquid immiscibility into the Mg-

Mn-Si and Mg-Al-Mn systems are small compared to the extension that would be 

calculated using a random-mixing model. The consulate temperature obtained in the 

optimization of the Mg-Mn system, where the MQM was used to model the liquid phase, 

and which was used in the present work, is lower by approximately 1500-2000 than in 

previous optimizations in which a random-mixing model was used. This results in a 

smaller calculated extension of the binary miscibility gap into the ternary systems. 

These optimized systems will help in the calculation of multicomponent phase diagrams, 

phase fractions charts, and the tracking of solidification of liquid alloys. With the help of 

these calculations, systems with potential use as alloys and systems with unwanted 

properties will be readily identified. This will reduce the amount of experimental effort 

required. Knowledge of phases precipitated and their amounts will explain the 

microstructural evolution of alloys, and thus will be helpful in explaining the mechanical 

properties of alloys. As the present obtained results are better than the previous 

optimizations, they will provide a better solution to the existing problems in the evolution 

of magnesium as a light-weight construction material. 
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In short, the use of the Modified Quasichemical Model (MQM) for the liquid phase has 

permitted short-range ordering to be taken into account. The inclusion of recent 

experimental data has improved the results obtained, and the thermodynamic properties 

obtained are more physically reasonable. The use of the MQM generally also results in 

better estimations of the properties of ternary and higher-order liquid alloys. These 

estimations of phase equilibria in magnesium alloys will aid in the design of novel 

magnesium alloys. 

The following recommendations are made for the experimental data which would make 

the database more exhaustive and accurate. 

Mg-Ce-Si (Chapter 4) 

1. The thermodynamic properties of the reported ternary compounds in the system 

Mg-Ce-Si. 

2. Ternary data, especially in the Mg-rich corner, of the Mg-Ce-Si system, such as 

the solubility of silicon in the liquid phase in order to fix the thermodynamic 

properties of the ternary liquid and to validate the predictions made for this 

system. 

3. Data to establish the phase boundaries between the two compounds CesSis and 

CeSi2 in the Ce-Si system so that these phases can be modeled as non-

stoichiometric. 



Mg-Y-Si (Chapter 4) 

1. The melting behaviors of the silicides YSi and Y5Si4 in the binary Y-Si system. 

2. Ternary data verifying the one available study in the ternary Mg-Y-Si system and 

also data in the Mg-rich corner of this ternary system to fix the thermodynamic 

properties of the ternary liquid and to validate the predictions made. 

Mg-Mn-Si (Chapter 5) 

1. The thermodynamic properties of the phases Mn6Si or Mn9Si2 and also the phase 

boundaries between these two phases in order to model them as non-

stoichiometric phases. 

2. Data to verify the one available study of silicon solubility in the CUB phase. 

3. Ternary data, especially in the Mg-rich corner in the Mg-Mn-Si system, to 

validate the predictions made in this system and also to fix the thermodynamic 

properties of the liquid phase. 

Mg-Al-Mn (Chapter 6) 

1. Solubility data in the Mg-rich corner of the Mg-Al-Mn system at high Al content 

(>7 wt. %) and at high temperature (>760 °C). 

2. Solubility data in the liquid phase in the Al-rich corner of the Mg-Al-Mn system. 
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